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Jhe ~ r o b l e ~  The purpose of this study was to determine ideal and 
actual nurse role concept ions and role discrepancies of beginning students, 
graduating students and faculty in a baccalaureate nursing program. 
Procedure. Twenty four beginning students, nineteen graduat lng 
students and fifteen faculty at two private baccalaureate nursing programs 
completed Pieta's 1976 tool, "Nursing Role Conceptions", measuring 
bureaucrat t c, professional and service role concept ions. Student subjects 
also completed a demographic data questtonnaire designed by the 
researcher. 
Findinas, Significant differences exited between: the bureaucratic 
ideal and actual, professional ideal and actual and service ideal nurse role 
concept ion scores of beginning and graduating nurs~ng students; the 
bureaucratic role discrepancy scores of beginning nursing students and 
nursing faculty; the bureaucratic role discrepancy scores of graduating 
nurslng students and nurslng faculty; the profess f onal role discrepancy 
scores of beginning nursing students and graduating nursing students; the 
professional role discrepancy scores of beginning nursing students and 
nursing faculty; the service role discrepancy scores of beginning nursing 
students and graduating nursing students and the professional ideal role 
score of nursing faculty and beginning nursing students. 
m m  Socialization into a professional role orientation 
appeared to be occurring at these baccalaureate nursing programs. Students' 
nurse role concept ions cha;lged as they progressed through their education. 
Examples of recommendat ions for further research 
include: ( 1 ) replicating this study using a larger and more heterogeneous 
sample and (2) c a v i n g  out a long1 tudinal study measuring one group of 
subjects at various points in their educational process. 
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Chapter I 
DIMENSIONS OF THE PROBLEM 
Students who enter schools of nursing often have unclear, i f  not 
contradictory concept ions of the nursing role. Nurse role concept ions, 
which are not fixed entities, are affected by nursing experience and 
know ledge of nursing (Brotherton, 1 988). According to  scholars who have 
studied the socialization process in nursing, nursing students acquire the 
know ledge, ski l ls, attitudes, values, and behaviors necessary for 
professional practice through a combination of interacting with faculty 
members, studying the curriculum and gaining experience in the practice of 
nursing (Cohen & Jordet, 1 988). Nursing faculty especially affect students' 
conception of the nurse role. "Nurse educators play a vital role in the 
socfailzation of nursing students into the profession and a t  the same time, 
the development of the student's image of a nurse" (Marshall, 1988, p. 1 85). 
The purpose of undergraduate nursing education i s  to socialize students into 
the profession of nursing (Spickerman, 1 988). I t is during nursing education 
that the change from imitator t o  inltiator of the nursing role takes place 
(Betz, 1985). 
The goal of most baccalaureate programs is  to produce a nurse who 
has a professional orlentat ion to  nursing (Mart ins, 1 988; Moloney, 1 986). 
Professionalism in practice i s  desirable and can functlon as a prime force in  
actualizing high-level health care and illness care (Whelan, 1 984). A major 
concern of faculty in  baccalaureate programs, however, i s  the assurance 
that by graduation students w i l l  have acqufred the knowledge, skills, and 
behavior required of professional nurses in clinical practice (Spickerman, 
There is  evidence that the educational process f nf luences students' 
attitudes concerning the role of the nurse. This lnf luence is not always 
what is  stated by the school as the desired outcome, however. The 
socialization of students In nursing often does not proceed In an automatic, 
painless, systematic Process (Brown et al., 1974). Considering the attrit ion 
rate among nursing students, the temporary career commitment of many 
graduate nurses, graduates' limited partfcjpatfon in professional activities 
and the inconsistent images of the nurse's role between students and 
educators, there is  some question as to  how well nursing students are being 
socialized to assume their professional responsibilities (Cohen & Jordet, 
1 988). 
inadequate professional socialization has been found t o  resut t in 
attrit ion in both nursing education and nursing practice. " I t  is a l l  too 
apparent that nursing programs are in crisis" (Rosenfeld, 1 988, p. 202). 
Though most types of BSN programs have either Improved or maintained 
their net retentton rates since 1978, 38% of BSN programs in public 
institutfons and 47% of BSN programs In prfvate institutions st i l t  reported 
in t 986 they were having trouble with retention (Rosenfeld, 1988, p. 201 1. 
The shrlnklng number of first-ttme admissions is  taking i t s  tol l  on 
the number of new graduates as we1 I ,  In 1986,85% of BSN programs in 
private lnst i tutions and 52% of BSN programs in publ f c institutions reported 
having trouble with recruitment (Rosenfeld, 1988, p. 202). In the academic 
year 1 985- 1 986, baccalaureate nursf ng programs nat f onw ide, experienced a 
average 4.5 percent drop in enrollment (Greenleaf, 1987, p.26). The 
f 01 lowing year, baccalaureate nursing programs experienced a 1 2.6 percent 
decline (Greenleaf, 1987, p. 26). "Early indfcations exlst that for the third 
year in a row enrollments in schools of nursing w i l l  again show large 
drops .... Many individuals simply do not perceive nursing as a career that is  of 
high social prestige" (Greenleaf, 1987, p. 26). These trends certainly w i l l  
add to the growing nursing shortage problem. Existing and new 
baccalaureate and graduate nursing programs w ill need to more than double 
their enrollments in order to achieve the desired number of professional 
nurses by the year 2000 (Naylor, 1988, p. 60). 
Many believe the poor image of nursing has contributed to the decline 
in enrollments and subsequently to the nurslng shortage (Porter et. al,, 
19891. Creating a better public image has become a priority for nursing in 
recent years. The key to a better public image for nursing fs for nurses to 
have a clear, cognitive image of themselves, an image which is created 
gradually (Walker, 1985). More attention directed toward socfailzing the 
student into a professional role orientation may be one of the keys to 
improving nursing's image and in turn, reversing the nursing shortage. 
In 1 988, the Davis Commission on Nurslng released the final report 
from i t s  study on the nursing shortage. Concurrent with the statement that 
nurse retention is  an Industrial priority was the acknowledgement that 
successful retent ion of nurses requires more than economic rewards. When 
the analysis focused attention on retention of reglstered nurses, authority, 
clinical decision making, staff involvement in the organization of 
professional practtce, and relationships with physicians became the 
important factors (Secretary's Commission on Nursing, 1 988). A1 1 of these 
factors both exemplify and require a professional role orientation, a role 
orientation which should be established in nursing education. 
I f  nursing students are being properly socialized, their role 
conceptions and faculty members' role conceptlons should become similar as 
they advance through a program (Cohen & Jordet, 1988). The questions of i f  
and when students acquire a professional role orientation and the effect of 
faculty role orientation on students' role orientation have been studied by a 
number of researchers over the past three decades. Some of these studies 
have focused only on role development in baccalaureate students (Bevis, 
1973; Brown et al., 1974; Cohen & Jordet, 1988; Crocker & Brodie, 1974; 
Davis & Olesen, 1 964; Shortridge, 1 977; and Siegel, 1 968). Others have 
compared development of the role conception among the various types of 
nursing programs (Corwin & Taves, 1962; Jones & Jones, 1977; Lynn, 198 1 ; 
and Pieta, 1976) or assessed the development of role conception in diploma 
programs alone (Gliebe, 1977; Minehan, 1977; and Stoller, 1978). St i l l  
others have considered role orientation in returning RN students (Whelan, 
1 9841, compared nursing role orientat ion of nursing students, nonnursing 
students and nurses (Brotherton, 1988) or have studied the effect of faculty 
role orientation on students' role orientation (Brown et al., 1974; Cohen & 
Jordet, t 988; Crocker & Brodle, t 974; Davis & Otesen, 1964; Jones & Jones, 
1977; Lynn, 198 1 ; Pieta, 1976; and Siegel, 1968). 
inconsistent results have been obtained on the issue of role 
orientation and it appears that understanding of the topic is  incomplete. 
Because a professional role orientation is  vital to the image and the 
advancement of the nursing profession, this area should receive further 
study, especially in baccalaureate schools of nursing as the focus of these 
programs is  preparation of the professlonal nurse. 
The theoretical underpinnings of this study come from the work of 
numerous authors in the area of role theory. Role theory i s  not a single 
entity but represents a collection of concepts and a variety of hypothetical 
formulations that predict how actors w i 11 perform in a given role, or under 
what circumstances certain types of behaviors can be expected (Hardy and 
Conway, 1988). Role theory proposes that individuals perceive their 
identity in relation to those w i th  whom they associate, those who have 
similar roles and those who affect or are affected by the individual's 
identity and performance (Simms & Lfndberg, 19781. 
Much of the work on role theory was init iated by Corwin ( 1  960) and 
his framework i s  most consistently mentioned in  nursing research related 
to role orientation. Corwin ( 196 1 ) maintained that of primary significance 
in the assumption of a new status i s  the grasping of new concepts, 
particularly of role, which creates a transformation in  the relevant 
perceptions and belfefs. He conceded that concepttons of role have an 
abstract nature and at best are Images or fantasies which set the ideal, not 
providing a total ly real lst lc picture of the career. 
Three conceptions of the nurse role were f i r s t  described by Corw in  in 
196 1, and are the conceptions assessed in  most tools available for 
measuring role orientation in nursing students and nurses. These are the 
bureaucratic role concept Ion, the professional role conception and the 
service role concept ion. Corw i n  ( 1 96 1)  described these three dominant 
conceptions of nursing as providing alternate identities for the nurse who i s  
at the same time a hospital employee; a responsible, independent 
professional; and a public servant. In addition, each identity provldes a 
different source of loyalty for the nurse leading to  potential internal 
conf l i c t  (Corw in, 1 96 1 1. This study extended the know ledge base concerning 
acqulsi t ion of these three nurse role conceptions. 
PurDose 
The purpose of this study was to determine ideal and actual nurse 
role concept ions and role discrepancies of beginning students, graduating 
students and faculty in a baccalaureate nursing program, 
Definition of Terms 
For purposes of this study terms are defined in the following way: 
1.  Role conceotlon: the set of expectations that the study subjects 
have for the role of the nurse, There are three concept ions of  the 
nurse role: professional, service and bureaucratic. 
a. Professional role conce~t ton: A nurse role concept ion 
maintaining principles which transcend the location of a 
specif lc work place and suggest primary responsi bf 1 i ty to 
the nursing profession. 
b. : a nurse role conception 
characteristic of a nurturant, supportive position, w l th 
primary -loyalty to patients' well being and emphasis on 
beds1 de act ivt t ies. 
c. a nurse role conception Sn 
whlch primary loyalty Is given to the hospital and hospftal 
administration. Emphasis Is placed on rules, record keeping 
and routines. 
These nurse role conceptions are measured by the 
"Nursing Role Concept ions" tool developed by Pieta in 1 976. 
2. the expectations which the study 
subjects believe should exist in the practice of the nurstng role. 
This is  measured by summing the responses to the "should exist" 
Items on the "Nursing Role Canceptlons4' tool. This score i s  
called the normative score. 
3. the expectations which the study 
subjects believe do exist i n  the practice of the nursing role. 
This is  measured by summing the responses to the "does exlst" 
i tens  on the "Nursing Role Concept ions" tool. This score is  
called the categorical score. 
4. : the extent to  which the betiefs about the 
Ideal nurse role conception di f fer  from the beliefs about the 
actual nurse role concept ton. The role discrepancy score Is 
obtained by subtracting the categorfcal mean score from the 
normative mean scare, 
6, f ernate nursing students 
beginning their 4trst class in nursing, the first week of the 
semester al ter  being admitted to 'the nurslng major at two 
small mldwestern colleges. (The study Is l imited to  fernate 
subjects as Pleta's tool was validated only an females.> 
7. female nursing 
students in the flnal month at the end of their f lnal year of a 
baccalaureate nursing education at two small midwestern colleges 
8. a l l  classroom and clinical nursing faculty in the same 
two small mldwestern colleges from whlch the student population 
was attained 
There are three assumptions basic to this study: 
1. One of the maln goals of baccalaureate nursing education is t o  
promote professional development and behavior. 
2. Faculty in baccalaureate schools of nursing predominantly teach 
the ideal professional nurse role conception. Their desire is to insti l l  this 
conception in students, observe this behavior in students and be informed 
that graduates maintain this conception as they become employed. 
3. Role conception is  a dynamic mind set, subject to change in 
relation t o  academic and work experience, 
Research H~~otheses and Rationale 
Four research hypotheses were tested: 
1). There wi l l  be a significant difference in the ideal and actual 
scores of the three nurse role conceptions between beginning nursing 
students and graduating senior nursing students in a baccalaureate program. 
Rationale: Beginning nursing students come from a variety of 
socioeconomic, cultural and experient i a1 backgrounds. 
These variables plus any exposure to health care 
sltuatlons wi l l  influence their perception of the three 
components of the nurse role. These conceptions, 
therefore, may be based on fact or fiction and wi l l  
probably vary widely, Graduating senior students wi l l  all 
have experienced the socialization of the nursing 
educational program and w i 11 have been exposed to many 
more nurse role models, both of which w i l l  affect their 
concept ion of the three components of the nurse role. 
Thus, there should be a significant difference in the ideal 
and actual scores of the three nurse role conceptions 
between the two groups. 
2). The role discrepancy scores wi l l  be significantly higher in 
graduating senior nursing students and in nursing faculty than in beginning 
nursing students. 
Rationale: Faculty present the nursing role to students in 
what they be1 f eve is  the ideal, Thus as students progress 
through the educational program they acquire this view 
through instruct ion and example. As students continue in 
their program, however, they also have more cl in1 ca I 
experience and therefore, are exposed to the nurse 
role in real l i fe  situations. Faculty have numerous 
experfences in the clinical area as well, so despite their 
instruction on the ideal nurse role, they are made aware of 
actual nurse roles, Therefore, role discrepancy scores 
should be higher for graduating senlor nursing students and 
faculty than for beginning nursing students. 
3). The ideal professional role score w i l l  be significantly higher in 
nursing faculty than in nursing students and higher in graduating senior 
nursing students than in beginning nursing students. 
Rationale: Faculty at baccalaureate programs of nurslng maintain a 
predom lnant l y professional ideal concept ion of the nurse 
role. This ts one of the assumptions of thls study. One 
goal of baccalaureate programs is  to insti l l  a 
professional role orientation in students in their program. 
AS students progress through their baccalaureate nursing 
education they acquire the role conceptions of the faculty, 
both through instruction and observation. Therefore, by the 
end of their program, senior nursing students should have 
developed a predomlnant ly professional Ideal role 
orientatlon. This professional orientation may not be as 
high as the faculty's professional role orientation however 
Baccalaureate nursing faculty, as instructors and 
examples, maintain the ideal professional role orientation 
for the purpose of preparing nurses who w ill further 
the professional izat ion of nursing. Graduating senior 
nursing students' role orientations, though molded much by 
their instructors, w i l l  have been tempered by the clinical 
exper f ence they have had throughout their education. 
Students w i l l  have been exposed to a variety of nurses, 
some of which do not portray a professional role 
orientation. This influence plus the possibility that 
students' orientat ions may be undergoing a1 teration as 
these students approach employment, may result in a lower 
ideal professional role score than the faculty's ideal 
professional role score. Beginning nursing students, who 
have not experienced the instruct ion and example of the 
faculty w l l l  not have as high an ideal professional role 
orientatlon as graduating senior nursing students. 
4). The discrepancy scores of students w i 11 signl f icant ly increase in 
relation to the amount of patient care experience students have in excess of 
student cl  inlcal learnlng. 
Rationale: Students who have experienced direct patient care through 
employment outside of the educat tonal sett lng have 
been exposed to the real f t les of actual nursing practice 
2. Registered nursas at Hospital W are e n m u r m  to dlscuss wlth patients as much about their 
mnditlons as the nurse believes would be best for the patlent to know. 
A). This is what nurses shoula&, 
85* This i s  what nurses 
3. One registered nurse at Hospital Y modified the hospibl routines and procedures to meet the 
needs of the patients. 
A), This is what nurses A). SPi A U D SD 
B ). This is  what nurses B > . %  A U D SD 
4. The nurslng staff at Hospltal 0 are enmurqpd to read new drug and treatment brmhures end 
memoranda. 
A), This is what n u r w  
8). Thts Is  what nurses 
5* Mrs. 0 was to have a quart of high protein liquid to drink during a 24 hour period. The 
registered nurse s p W  this treatment to proviQ t b  patlent wlth small amounts during the 
daytime so Mrs. 6, would not be disturbed at ntght. 
A). Thls is what nurses 
8). This is what n u r s  
A). SA A U D SD 
B ) . %  A U D SD 
6. In Hospital Y two r q l s t e r d  n u r m  r e f u d  to 60 anything which they bbellgvsd might 
jczspardlze, the wetfare of thslr patlsnts regardless of who told them to cia it. 
A). This is what nurse8 A). S;A A U D SD 
S ). Thls is what nurses 8 ) . %  A U O SD 
7. At H m i t s l  A the rules state that reglstwsd nurses are to repart for duty at lmt 10 minutes 
before the bur. One registered nurss cannot report until five after the hour because of the 
schedule of the bus. Bma of alwap being late, this nurse is not being cansidered for prmotion, 
A), f his 1s what 
t3)# This i s  what 
A), SA A U O SD 
3). SA A U D SZ) 
8. Preparing work schedulas of stall is the responsiblllh/ of the supervlsar of Hcspital0. 
Rqisterad nursas are given the opportunity to rquest their working hours snd days but the 
hospital's neecls always take pr 
A). Phis is  the way i t 
t3)$ This is the way it 
A). M A U D SD 
Bi),SrPl A U D SD 
9. At Hospltal B the rules clearly state that patients may only take showers in  the mornlng. The 
registered nurses snfom this rule wen when the patients request otherwiss. 
A). That is what n u r w  
B). This is what nurses 
10. HW nurses and supervinrrs at Hosplhl A when evaluating registered n u r w  for prmotlon 
mns i8 r  the nurse's length of expcrrlenoe on the job to be important. 
A). This 1s what & considered important. A). SA A CI D SD 
8). This is what ~ t u a l l v  ismnsi&red rmportant. B), S9 A U D 50 
1 1. In Hospital Y a physician ordered a patlent to sit up In a whelchair twt@ a day. The 
rsgistersd nursa caring for th8 patient beliwsb that the patient was not rsady ta sit up in the 
wheelchair, The nurse di~usst3d the patient3 condition with the physician. 
A). This Is what nurses should&. 
I3 1. This is  what nursas @ 
A), SA A U D SD 
6). SA A W D SD 
1 2. Rsgisterd n u r m  from Hmpitsl M attend conferen= outside 05 the hospital to learn about 
new techniqutss and to i n e r m  their knowledge sf various topics. 
A). This is what n u r s  
B). Thts is  what nursss 
A). SA A U D SD 
B), Sa, A U D SD 
13. The head n u r s  and svpervisors at Haspltal R, when evaluating rqlstered nurses for 
promotion, consider the nurses' membership in  the professional iati~n to be Import$nt. 
A), This i s  what $~ouid& cmsiderd important. A). SA A U D SD 
8). Thls fs what & wansictered f rn portant. €I),% A U D SD 
14. Confermtas are mnducted at Hcspital N with the nursing staff to review new tachniques and 
A), This is what 
8 3' Thls is what 
15. The head nurses and supervisors at Hospital U, when evaluating replstered nurses for 
promotion, mnsidjr the nurses' ability to plan nurslng care upon the patfenYs to be the 
mast Important. 
A). This is  what cansidered most important. A ) . %  A W D SD 
8). Thls is what conslard most Important. 6). !?A A U D SD 
16. Same registered nurses i n  H w i t a l  E, although they m in i s te r  excallent nursing care, are 
not being ansidered for promotion because they do not carry out hospital routlnes as established. 
A )  This Is the way i t  $b~ula&. 
B3. Thisistheway it is. 
- 
17. In Hmpital X patient B was scheduled for a physlcal therapy treatment at 9 a.m. The patient 
experiencsd some ab&min%l d i m f o r t  after @ling breakfast so the registersd nursa rsschduduled 
the treatment. 
A). This is  what nurses $h~uld&, 
8 1. This i s  what n u r m  xtuallv &, 
18. Some registered n u r m  at Hospital K follow a11 hospital rout ins even though they disagrr 
wlth w e r a l  of them. 
A). Thls is the ww nurses n. A). SA A U O SD 
B). Thls i s  the w q ~  most n &I function. B ) . %  A U D SD 
19. The rsgulatfons at Hospital D state that patients are ta be transportsd to their cars vfa 
whmlchair upon discharge. Patient Y had besn walking about far several derJs prior to being 
discharcpd but the f eglstered nu?% had the nurse's aide transport him to his car in  a wheelchair. 
A). This is  what the nurse &. 
B 1. This i s  what a n u r s  
20, Registersd nurses at Hospital H mg/ only assign the dutia to the prsctial nurse, nurmas 
aide, and orderly whlch are dmribed In tnfatr respective job dwrlptions, 
A). This Is what nus= 
B). This is what nurses 
A). Sk A U D SD 
S ) , %  A U D SD 
2 1. Hospital Q atbmpted to recruit and ernplay only registered nurses who were edumtcd in 
prqrams sponsored by a mllw or university whlch is quipped to teach the supportive biolagical 
and a f a l  sclencra m u r s  as well as the nursing science a u r a .  
A), This i s  what hcrspltals 
8). "This 1s what hcwpltals 
A). SA A U D SD 
B ) , %  A V D SD 
22. Registered nurses in  Hospltal 0 subscribe to and rsal professional journals and other 
professional materlal to keep abraast of new techniques and knowledge. 
A), This Is what n u r m  
t3). ~ h f s  1 what n u r w  
23. Registered nurses at Hmpital L attend imervioe msatlngs at the hospital wen when they are 
not r~qu1re.d to attend. 
A). Thls i s  what nurse, should&. 
0 ), This is what nurss  &. 
A). SA A U D SD 
0 ) . %  A U D SQ 
24. Mrs. K had difficulty sleeping during the night so the registered nurse allowed her to sleep in 
the morning even though, mxlrding to the routine at Hospital Z, Mrs. K should have baen awakened 
at 7 a.m. 
A). This is  what a nurse u&, 
B ). This i s  what a nurse would actually do, A). 3'3 A U D SD 81. 3 A U Cs SD 
25. The policies at Hospital C state that any violation ol hospital repulatlons must be reported. 
Hmd Nurse A observed registered nurse X violating a hospital regulation and reported the 1nc18nt 
to the supervisor, 
A). This is what a hsad nurse $hauId do, A ? . %  A U D SD 
8 ). This is  what a hixd nurse would 0). S4 A U D SD 
26. Registered nurses at Hospital J p l a ~ a  high priority on mtrinterining the patient's recurd, 
completing requisitions, and ordering supplies. 
A), This i s  what nurses 
&), This is  what nurses 
27. Rsgisfered n u r s  in  Hospitsl V are respected by their pwrs for taking the tfme to talk with 
patients in an attempt to allay any of the patlent's anxietities which auld effect the patient's 
recovery. 
A). This is what n u r w  should a. 
B). This is what nurses da. 
A). SA A U D SD 
81.3 ,  A U D SD 
28. The head nurses at Hospital F, when waluattng rqistered nurses, plm consfderable 
emphasis on Me nursas' ability to make decisions bmad upon scisnttfk principles. 
A). This is what head nurses da 
B ). This is  what had  n u r w  @ & & .  
A). SA P, U D SO 
8). SA A u 0 SD 
29. Registered nurses at Hospital X spend the majority of their tlms admlnlstering direct care to 
the patients. 
A). Thls is what nursss 
B), This is  what n u r s  
30. Regulations at Hospital K state that all pattents must have their baths and trmttments 
mmpleted by 1 0 am. Registered nurses who mmplete thelr wtgnments in thls tlme we 
considera valued empltrym. 
A). This is the wgr i t  should k. 
6). This is the way it k' 
A). $44 A LJ D so 
B ) + S A  A U 0 SD 
3 1 One registered nurse at Hospital 7,  while distributing dinner t r q a  to the patients. 
approached Mrs. J who began to cry. The nurse got another nurse to dfstribute the trays, pulled 
the curtain around the bed, and sat down and talked to Mrs, J. 
A), This is what nurses 
8). This is  what nurses 
32. Registered nurm in Hospltal M are actlve members of thelr professional nursing 
A). This 1s the way It 
8). This is the ww i t  
A). SA A U D 50 
B ) . M  A U D SD 
33. The recjlstered nurses at Hospital Q demonstrate their abfltty to relate nursing practice to the 
scientific pr inciple which they leerned in school, 
A). This is the w8y i t  .should be. 
6). This is  the way i t  k. 
A). SA A U D SD 
B ) . %  A tJ D SD 
34, The registered nurses at Hospital W work with the patients in  developing the plan of we to 
be used bgr the nursing staff. 
A). This is whd n u r s  
0 ) .  This is what n w r m  
Reprodud with permission of the author. 
A), S9 A U D SD 
8).SA A U D SD 
Appendix 2: Pilot  Study Cover Letters 
Dear Faculty Member: 
I would greatly appreciate your participation in a pi lot  study I am 
conducting for my thesis. Specifically, I am requesting your help i n  
determining how long i t  takes to complete the research questionnaire and to 
determine the clar i ty of the cover let ter that I will be using in my study. 
Please read the following cover letter, complete the research quest ionnalre, 
and then answer the followlng questions: 
1 ,  A t  what t ime did you star t  the questionnaire?- 
2. When did you f inish the q u e ~ t i o n n a i r e ? ~  
-3, Is  the cover le t ter  clear?- 
I f  not, what suggestions would you make to  improve i t s  clar i ty? 
4, Comments: 
Thank you very much for your participation! 
Sincerely, 
Connie L. Clark, B.S.N. R.N. 
Dear Nursing Student: 
I would greatly appreciate your participation in a pilot stub/ I am 
conducting for my thesls. Specillcally, I am requestlng your help in 
determining how long it takes to complete the questionnaires and to 
determine the clar i ty of the cover let ter that I w i l l  be using in my study 
Please read the f ol lowing cover letter, complete the demographic data 
questionnaire and research questionnaire, and then answer the following 
questions: 
1 .  A t  what t lme did you star t  the questionnaires? . 
2. When did you finish the questionnaires?- 
3. Do you see any problems w i th  the demographic data questlonnalre? 
If so, what are they? 
4. Is the cover let ter clear"? 
I f  not, what suggestions would you make to Improve i t s  c lar l ty? 
**Please omit question * 1 on the following Demographic Data 
Ouestlonnaire as it will apply only to the actual research subjects. 
Thank yw very much l o r  your particlpatlon! 
Sincerely, 
Connie L. Clark B.S.W. R.W. 
Appendix 3: Cover letters for Study 
Draks Wniversiw 
Division of Nursing 
Des Moines, lowe 
Dear Faculty Member: 
I m Connie Clark, a grduate nursing student in the Nursing Division st Drake University. I am 
conducting a study on role orientation and am rquestlng your partlcipatlon in  the study. I would 
grmtly appreciate your participation. 
The purpose of this study is to determine perceptions of the nurse role of fxu l ty  in  a 
bm lau reab  prqsam. The perceptions of faulty wll  t be mmpared with stuant perceptions of 
the nurse role. Riesults of the study w i l l  8xtend the body of knawle&ge on role theory and 
anticipatory soclaltzation and wil l  increase the knowledge bsse mnmrning socialization of 
bmlaureaite nurses. Them results wil l  be available to participants and the Institution s i t s  and 
may be used to direct adumtional ob js t l va  concerning direction and strenflh of instruction 
pertaining to the nursa's role. 
Your parttcipdion Involves ampletion of a 34 item rating scale instrument: "Nurslng Role 
&nceptionsW. There are no wrong answers and you are requested to answer amrdlng to your own 
opinion. Completion of the qwt ionnaire tsks  esppraximdely 1 5 minutes but you may take m 
much tfms 8s you ned to complete 12. fndlvfdual results w i l l  be anonymous rn no identiwing 
Information is attached to the instrument. 
Participatton i n  this study is voluntary. You mf!y (kick at any time not to complste the 
instrument and withdrw from the study. Nelther your decision msernlng participating in  the 
study nor your answers on tb Instrument will be rsported or In  away effsct your faculty 
status. 
Do not write your name on the instrument, Your msent to participate in thls study is indiated 
by completion and return of the instrument. 
If you wish to recalve 8 mpy of the results of this stuck you may contat me at (5 151-278- 1 149 
and the results will  be mailed to you, I f  you have any qudlons pleasa fesl free to ell me mllect 
(where appl tmble2. 
I greatly appreciate your participation. 
Sincerely, 
Connie L. Clark, B.S.N., R.N. 
and the bureaucracies of the work setting. Although they 
do not see at l aspects of the nurse's ro le  or experience 
the nurse's role in their current capacity, they form 
opinions about the actual nurse role from their 
observations. These opinions may, in many cases, not be 
in agreement with the ideal view of the nurse role they 
are learning in school. Thus, the more patient care they 
have in excess of student clinfcal learning, the higher 
their discrepancy score should be. 
The significance of this study lies in the information it wi l l  add to 
the nursing body of knowledge pertaining to the nurse role conceptions (1.e. 
professional, service and bureaucratic) of beginning nursing students, 
graduatfng nursing students and faculty in two baccalaureate schools of 
nursing. A l l  three components of the nurse role are found in every nurse to 
some degree and indeid, 71' three are advantageous to some degree. In a 
baccalaureate program, how ever, the professional component is emphasized. 
This study w i l l  add to the know ledge of whether baccalaureate programs are 
preparing graduates with emphasls on the professional role. In an age when 
a professional role orientat ion in baccalaureate nurses is highly sought and 
indeed, expected, any informatlon as to when and how this rote orientation 
i s  acquired i s  vital. As nursing seeks to take i t s  place as one of the 
recognized professions, it must know i f  i t s  baccalaureate graduates aspire 
to the attributes of a professional. 
The present nursing shortage has prompted an even deeper need to 
know the mlnds of student nurses as they view the role of the nurse. Much 
has changed since the earlier studies on role orientation in student nurses. 
110 
Drake Universl ty  
DIvlslon of Nursing 
Des Moines, I owa 
Dear Nurslng Student: 
I am Connie Clark, a graduate nursing student in the Nursing Division at 
Drake University. I am conducting a study on role orientation and would 
greatly appreciate your participation in the study. 
The purpose of thls study i s  to determine perceptions of the nurse role of 
beginning nursing students, graduating nursing students, and nursing faculty 
In a baccalaureate program. These results w i 11 be available to participants 
and the institution sites and may be used to direct educational objectives 
concerning direction and strength of the instruct ion pertaint ng to the 
nurse's role. 
Your partfclpatfon Involves completion of a short demographic data 
ionnaire and a 34 item multtpte choice questionnaire. There are no 
wrong answers and you are requested to answer according to your own 
opinion, Completion of the questionnaires takes approximately 20 minutes 
but you may take as much tlme as you need to complete them. Individual 
results w i l l  be anonymous as no identifying information i s  attached to the 
quest lonnaire. Only I have access to the completed questionnaires, 
Partlclpatlon in this study is  voluntary. You may declde at any time not to 
complete the questlonnaires and withdraw from the study. Neither your 
decision concerning participating in the study nor your answers on the 
questionnaires w i l l  i n  anyway affect your student status. 
Do not wr l te  your name on the questionnaires You w i l l  indlcate your 
consent to  partleipate in this study by completing and returning the 
quest l onnal res, 
I f  you wish to  receive a copy of the results of this study you may contact 
me at  (5151-278-1 149 and the results will  be mailed to you Please feel 
free to call me collect (where appltcable). 
I greatly appreciate your part lclpation. 
Connie L. Clark, B.S.N., R.N. 
Appendix 4 Research Instrument Perm f ssion 
l 6 3 3  P A R K  T E R R A C E  EAST 
A T L A M T I C  KEACH, FCORlDA 32233 
( 9 0 4 )  248- 1333 
A p r i l  1 ,  I390  
I ,  harbsra A. Pieta, 4 , 3 . ,  E d . U . ,  grant percission to 
C o n n i e  i, Clark to use rly research instrument, !+URSINE ROLE 
CQYJCEPTIOXS i n  the saster's thesis project she plans t o  conduct 
at D r a k e  University, D e p a r t m e n t  of Nursing. T h i s  permission is 
Sranted with the understanding that she describe and  reference t h e  
instrument %ccurately, use it correctly a s  standardized, and give 
a p p r o p r i a t e  recognition to p e  as t h e  author. Additionally, a co?y 
a £  t h e  study must be sent t o  me upon completion. 
NURSING EZ)UCATION PROGRAMS @ TEST D E U E L U P M E N T  A N D  ADMINlSTRAIIC7N 
n r r *  p t > j  1 F ~ T ~ O N  A D ANALYSIS NURSING RESEARCH @ L l C E N S U R E  
Appendix 5: Human Subjects Committee Approval and Permission from 
individual Colleges 
i 4 j.1 ,i'it(\,H 19411 
TO Cjnnle Clarlt/Barbard Haag 
r' 
rKOj1 Harold .$wanson Cha r  Nilman Subjects 3uk~comm1rtre 
1311 behalf of the ~ubcommit tee  I a p p r w e  >-our proposed survey 
rntit!ed 't;urse role percept ions . In a haccuiaureate nursing program 
! dpoltsgtze for the deial- Ln consideration, caiised b y  changes in the 
m a k e u p  of the subcc~mmittee. /--I 
EDUCATION DEPARTMENT 
1200 Grandview Avenue Des Moines, Iowa 50316 (5151 263-2800 
March 22, 1990 
Connie L. Clark 
8114 Greenbelt Drive 
Urbandale, Iowa 50322 
Dear Ms. Clark: 
We have reviewed your research request and have approved 
your collection of data from our students. You may contact 
Dr. Ellen Strachota, Chair of our Nursing Division, to begin 
implementing your study. 
/ d 
Thomas Rider, Ph.D. 
Director of Planning and 
Institutional Research 
Grand View College 
. , ,._ -- ~ , , ~ ~ ~ a l i c a l  htheran Church in America 
Cortr~ie Clark 
8114 Greenbelt Drive 
Urbandale, Iowa 50322 
near Connie: 
Tt is with pleasure that the Luther College Department of Nursing has agreed 
Lo participate in your graduate research at Drake University. As I 
explained, our senior student numbers are small this year, but I do hope 
~ou'll get a representative sample from both senior students and faculty. I 
understand you'll be collecting data from the sophomores next fall. 
As a program we strongly support the need for nursing research. I 
particularly am very interested in your research on role socialization which 
was a part of the theoretical framework for my own dissertation on Clinical 
Preceptorships in Nursing Education as a model for role transition. I do 
hope you'll send me a copy of your completed research. 
Good luck as you analyze your data this summer. 
Sincerely, 
X K p  
n, P .D., R.N. 
- Department of Nursing 
Enc . 
DEPARTMENT OF NURSING 13 191 387- 1057 
LUTHER COLLEGE DECORAH, IOWA 52 101-1045 
- -  , , rn7, ,*/,-,d&, 
i43y ill, 1990 
Connie  C l a r k  
8 t 14 Greenbelt Drive 
Urbartdale, Iowa 50322 
Dear Connie: 
ft is with pleasure that the Luther College Department of Nursing has agreed 
to participate in your graduate research at Drake University. A s  I 
explained, our senior student numbers are small this year, but I do hope 
you'll get a representative sample from both senior students and faculty. I 
understand you'll be collecting data from the sophomores next fall. 
As a program we strongly support the need for nursing research. I 
particularly am very interested in your research an role socialization which 
was a part of the theoretical framework for my o m  dissertation on Clinical 
Preceptorships in Nursing Education as a model for role transition. I do 
hope you'll send me a copy of your completed research. 
Good luck as you analyze your data this s m e r .  
Sincerely, 
,' ~e~artment of Nursing 
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Learners are different today, faculty are dtfferent, the world is  different 
and nurslng education i s  evolving and growing to meet the challenge of 
preparing caring, competent, professional graduates. Know ledge of 
beginning nursing students' role orientations that this study wi l l  generate 
w i l l  allow educators to gain a better perspective of  the anticipatory 
sociai izat ion that has occurred prior to formal nursing education. Perhaps 
this wi  11 be the area to address as the profession seeks to recruit new 
members into itself. 
I n addi t ion, understanding of graduating senior nursing students' 
views of the role of the nurse, w i l l  provide information useful in future 
endeavors to prevent the high emplyment . attrit ion rates seen among 
baccalaureate graduates. scores from baccalaureate students in Corw in's 
1960 study, Kramer's 1966 study, and Davis' 1972 study showed that more 
baccataureate students can be expected to leave the nursing profession than 
nurses prepared in other programs. For nurse educators wishing to find 
ways to increase the professional practice of nursing within the hospital 
bureaucracy, this information causes a great deal of concern (Hunter, 19851. 
Know ledge concerning role dlscrepancy scores of graduating senior nursing 
students wi l l  alert faculty to possible feelings of frustration and alienation 
these students may be feeling as they approach entering the workplace as 
graduate nurses. Slmilar feelings of future graduates may then be 
anticipated and students more knowledgeably assisted through this phase of 
the social izat ion process. 
Role orientations of both graduating senior nursing students and 
beginning nursing students may be used to guide lnstructlon and curriculum 
development related to the nurse's role. Curriculum designs structured for 
the purpose of socializing students into a nursing role may remain the same 
or be changed depending on the results of the study and the philosophies and 
organizing frameworks of those who may review the results. 
Chapter I I  
REVlEW OF THE L1TERATURE 
The purpose of this study was t o  determine nurse role conceptions of 
beginning students, graduating students and faculty In a baccalaureate 
nursing program. She 1 i terature was reviewed regard1 ng social tzation in 
professional nursing, role theory and previous studies to determine role 
orientat ion. A summary concludes the chapter. 
A major goal of nursing education i s  to Insti l l  withfn students an 
understanding of their professional role as nurses (Martins, I 9883. Thts 
profess1 anal orientat ion encompasses such behaviors as accountabi 1 t ty; 
autonomy; a strong identif lcation with standards o f  practice intended to 
ensure a meaningful, safe and productive service to society and a 
commitment t o  contfnued acquisition and development of knowledge 
germane to the f leld (Whelan, 1984). The nurse with a professional 
orientation values active membership and participation In professional 
organizations and the power to make suggestions about nursing care 
procedures (Minehan, 19771, The pursul t of nursing research to produce a 
specific theoretical know ledge base that can be used t o  provide qua1 l ty  care 
t o  lndlvlduals and groups and adherence to  a code of ethicsare also 
tdenttfylng marks of a professtonal (Maloney, 1986). 
Although the goal of nursing education i s  to insti l l  within students 
this professional role orlentation, thfs does not always occur. When it does 
not, problems result. Inadequate professtonal social lzat ion has been found 
to resudf in attrlt lon In both nursing education and nursing practice. 
Cracker and Bsodie (19741 reported failure to develop a realtstic role image 
resulted in nonacademic dropout, desert ion from the field after graduation 
as weil as poor clinical performance. 
Graduate nurses who enter the working world with realistic 
expectations are more likely than others to be effective practitioners and to 
stay in the profession (Kramer, 1974 and Kramer & Schmalenberg, 1977). 
Kramer & Schmatenberg ( 1988) found that hospitals which recognized 
prof essf onal autonomy and respected the clinical competence of their 
nursing staffs did not experience shortages. 
Not only i s  the issue of professional role orientation a vital 
consideration In the problems of attrit ion and clinical performance, 
establishing a professional role orientation in nursing students is  vital for 
the advancement of the nursing profession itself. Martins ( 1 988) stated: 
"there can be l i t t l e  doubt that the survival of the nursing profession is  
dependent on ensuring that I t s  future practittoners are not only 
know ledgeable, ski 1 led pract i t loners, but that they have been social ized 
actording to professional beliefs, values, norms, motivational attitudes and 
ethical standards" (p. 28). She concluded: "Social izat ion of the student 
nurse cannot be left  to chance but should be consciously considered in all 
generic nursing programs" (p. 28). 
The Amerlcan Nurses' Association has been striving to increase the 
professionalism of nurses for over 20 years (Brotherton, 1988). One of the 
detriments to th ts acqulred professional fsm of nurses is  the lack of 
agreement regarding the def in1 tion of the role of the nurse. Maintenance of 
the varlous educational preparations and levels of entry into practice have 
no doubt contributed to thls problem. Conf llcting definitions of the role of 
influence for both the profession and individual nurses (Jones & Jones, 
1 977). 
A1 though there has been division within nursing concerning this issue 
of defining the role of the nurse, the goal of most baccalaureate programs is 
t o  educate a nurse who has a professional orientation t o  nursing. Despite 
this expressed need and goal, there is question as to how we! 1 baccalaureate 
programs are socializing nursing students to assume professlonal 
responsibilities. Cohen and Jordet (1988) cite not only the attrit ion 
problem as evidence of nonsocialization professionally, but also the lack of 
graduates' participation in professional activities. 
In addition to the issue of how well nursing students are socialized 
professional ly, some nurses doubt that the attainment of a substantial 
degree of professional socialization is  even possi ble for nursing students 
(Siegel, 1968). Cohen (1981) believed the nursing role develops as a result 
of a professional socialization process that cannot be provided by nursing 
education, but instead mils'. be passed from experienced nurses t o  graduate 
nurses in the work setting. 
There Is debate then, as to when, how and i f  a professional role 
orientat ion can be acquired by students during the education process. 
Nevertheless, the desired goal of professional soclalizatlon in nursing 
education is  to displace incompatible or inadequate notions of nursing by 
legitimized professional views and develop a professional perspective in 
keeping with that held by most baccalaureate nursing faculty. 
In the f i rs t  part of this section additional information related to the 
theoretical work of Corw in ( 1 960) w i 11 be presented. A general review of 
the literature on role theory w i l l  follow. 
A role conception provides direction for action. It prescribes 
the motivation and career goals for the person by whom it i s  accepted. 
Corwin and Taves (1962) assert that role conceptions, as images of the 
rights and obligations which persons perceive to be associated w i th  their 
positions, are important because they provide expectations which guide 
conduct (1.e. they indicate the appropriate behavior for particular 
situations) and they generate attitudes, personal predispositions to act. 
Thus, a role not only specifies duties, but as it becomes integrated into 
personality, it also directs personal goals and motives (Corwin & Taves, 
1 962). 
The three conceptions of the nurse role f i r s t  described by Corwin in 
1 96 1 , the bureaucratic role concept ton, the professional role concept ion and 
the service role conception, are the conceptions assessed in most tools 
available for measuring role orientation in  nursing students. In a 
bureaucratic role orientation, when the work site is the hospital, there i s  
strong loyalty to  the hospital, hospital authorities and physicians. Routine, 
tenure and record keeping are considered very important and there i s  strong 
belief that a nurse should adhere to rules and regulations of the hospital as 
a place of employment (Cowin, 1960). Administrative and technical 
responsi bf 1 l t les are emphasized and personal ized pat lent relationships are 
de-emphasized (Corw i n  & Taves, 1962). 
A professlonal role conception refers to occupational principles 
which transcend the location of a speclf i c  workplace and suggest prfmafy 
responsibility to  the nursing profession. The attention of the nurse i s  
directed more toward the maintenance of educational and professlonal 
standards through increased reading of professional 1 l terature, committee 
work and partfcjpatjon in  national and local professional associations 
(Corwin & Taves, 1962). Nurses w i th  a professional role orientation 
consider themselves autonomous practitioners in the hospital; their 
reference in  making a decision Is  the standards of their nursing profession, 
not the particular hospital where they work (Corwin, 1960). 
The nurse w i th  a service role orientation portrays a nurturant, 
supportive position, w i th  primary loyalty to patients' wel l  being and 
emphasis on bedside activities, Nurses w i th  thls role orientatton above a l l  
consider the patient when making a decision viewing thelr role as a nurse to 
be a special calling to service mankind (Corw in, 1960). Corw In & Taves 
( 1962) described a service role concept ion in nursing as productive of a 
patient-centered, almost spiritual ethos in  the occupation. 
In Corw in's discussion of the three conceptions of the nurse role- 
bureaucratic, professional and service-he conceded that these ideal types do 
not exist in pure dorm but can be held simultaneously and in  varying degrees 
by any one individual or group; nor are the characteristics necessarily 
C 
exclusive and contradictory (Corw in, 1 962). There is, however, suggest ion 
of potential confl ict because of incompatible alternatives. This aspect of 
role conception Corw i n  ( 196 1 ) described as role dlscrepancy. He also 
referred to  It as role deprivation and described it as the extent to  which an 
ideal conception of role is perceived to be nonoperatlve i n  practice (Corwin 
& Taves, 1962). Corwln further def lned role dlscrepancy by stating: "The 
discrepancy score is the dl f f erence between the respondent's statement of 
what should be the case, ranglng from 'strongly agree' to 'strongly dlsagree', 
and his perceptton of what is actually the case for each statement in  the 
same scale, also ranging from 'strongly agree' to 'strongly dlsagree"' 
(Corwin, 196 1, p. 6 10). 
If nurses percelve ilmltatlons on their enacting the roles as they 
conceive them, they experience a feeling of frustration. The resulting 
internal response of the nurse to the frustration is  the role discrepancy. 
This can be experienced by professionals prior to entering a position or on 
occupying a position in the bureaucratic structure (Pieta, 1976). In his 
1 960 study, Corw in noted that baccalaureate degree students and 
baccalaureate graduates experienced greater discrepancies between their 
idealized role conceptions and their perceptions of the way the nursing role 
was actually practiced in the hospital than did diploma students and 
diploma graduates. 
Corwin (1961 believed that role-taking, that is, antfcipatory 
soclalization, is  always incomplete in the educational setting and only is  
completety realized when graduates begin to play out their roles. He 
described teachers as those who project thelr fantasies, {deals and 
aspirations upon their students, sometimes tending to fuse their 
conceptions of what ought to be with their conceptions of what exists. 
Role theory is  the product of lnterdfscipllnary work, combining 
physiological, psychological, and soclal aspects. The evolution of role 
theory has spanned an 85 year period and i t s  publications come from both 
academic and clinical settings (Hardy & Conway, 1 988). 
Though the term "theory" i s  often used in referring to the literature 
on role, the work is  s t i l l  far from belng a true theory and is  instead, a 
conceptual framework or theoretical perspective because it basically 
conslsts of a cluster of concepts and the connection among major ideas or 
concepts i s  unspecified or ambiguous (Hardy and Conway, 1988). O f  the 
available theoretical perspectives from the social sciences, role theory has 
the potential of becoming one of the most important and useful models for 
health care providers (Hardy & Conway, 1988). 
The concept of socialization must be considered in  any discussion of 
role theory. In broad terms, socialization has been viewed as including a 
variety of processes that prepare the social izee for adult performance. 
Norms, motives and values are transmitted to the social izee as we! 1 as 
learning leading the individual to obtaln the knowledge, ski l ls  and 
disposition appropriate to an lndtvidual of a particular age, sex and social 
status (Clausen, 1968; Elkin & Handel, 1984). 
Hinshaw ( 1 976) defined ado1 t social lzat i on as "a process through 
which individuals prepare for the l i f e  roles that they w i l l  enact in their 
society" (p. 2). Kramer ( 1 974) noted that the concept of social izatlon refers 
to a period of t ime individuals spend learnfng the necessary changes in self- 
identity and the internalization process to prepare themselves for a 
specific role. To a great extent, social ization i s  a matter of learning a role 
or developing a role concept ion (Cohen, 1 98 1 ). 
The process of professional soclallzation has been described by 
several authors (Cohen, 198 1 ; Conway, 1983; Gliebe, 1977; Slmpson, 1967) 
as a sequential, developmental process, consisting of several phases or 
stages and resulting in development of role concept ions . Role conceptions, 
as the images of the rights and obligatlons that persons perceive to be 
associated w 1 th their posl tions, are important for two reasons: I they 
provide expectat ions which guide conduct; that is, they indicate the 
appropriate behavior for particular situations, and (21 they generate 
a t t  t tudes which contribute to  personal predispositions to act (Corw l n  & 
Taves, 1962). 
Role sending, which concurs with role taking, was discussed by Katz 
and Kahn ( 1  966) as a part of the process of socialization into a role. They 
define role sending as a continual, cyclical process by means of which 
persons are socialized into thelr organizational role, Informed about the 
acceptabi 1 i ty of their role behavior and corrected as necessary. Role 
behavior is  defined as the recurring actlons of an indlvldual, appropriately 
interrelated with the repetitive activities of others so as to yield a 
predtctable result. In other words, it is  the response of the focal person to 
the complex of information and Influence received (Katz & Kahn, 1966). 
Role expectat ions, according to Katz and Kahn ( 1 9661, are 
prescript f ons held by members of a person's role set that .help to def tne the 
person's role. These expectations may include preferences with respect to 
specific acts and personal characterfstics; they may deal with what 
persons should do, what kind of people they should be, what they should 
think or believe and how they should relate to others. 
Role expectations exist in the minds of members of a person's role 
set and represent standards In terms of which they evaluate the person's 
performance. They are communicated to the person in many ways. 
sometimes directly, sometimes less directly as when a colleague expresses 
admirat Ion or disappointment in  some behavior. The crucial point according 
to Katz and Kahn ( 1  966) 1s that the actlvlties which define a role are 
malntafned through the expectations of members of the role set, and that 
these expectations are communicated or "sent" to the focal person. 
Katz and Kahn ( 1  966) believed that for each individual, there is not 
only a sent role, consisting of the influential and communicative acts of the 
members of the individual's role set, there Is also a received rote, 
consisting of the individual's perceptions and cognitions of what was sent. 
How closely the received role corresponds to the sent role depends on 
numerous factors, including properties of the senders, characteristics of 
the focal person, the substantive content of the sent expectations and the 
clari ty of the communication. It Is  the received role that arouses in  the 
focal person a motivational force of some magnitude and direction and i s  
the immediate influence on the person's behavior and role performance. 
Katz and Kahn ( 1 966) also proposed that people are role senders to 
themselves. They have a conception of thefr office and a set of attitudes 
and beliefs about what they should and should not do while in that position. 
A Concept discussed by Katz and Kahn ( 1966), whlch i s  similar to 
C O ~ W  in's role discrepancy concept, i s  role conflict. Katz and Kahn ( 1966) 
define rote conflict as "the simultaneous occurrence of two (or more) role 
sendings such that compliance w i th  one would make more difficult 
compl lance w i th  the other" (p. I 84). These authors defined four types of role 
confllct a l l  of which seem to  contain elements which could contribute to 
role discrepancy: intrasender conf l l c t  in  whlch the same sender i s  sending 
two dl f f erent messages; intersender conf 1 l c t  in  which expectat ions from 
one sender are in conflict wi th  those from one or more other senders; 
interroie confllct In  whlch sent expectations for one role are In conflict 
w i th  those for another role played by the same person; and person-role 
conflict i n  whlch role requirements violate the needs, values, or capacities 
of the focal person (Katz & Kahn, 1966). Hardy & Conway ( 1988) define role 
conf l i c t  as "a condition i n  which the focal person perceives exlstfng role 
expectations as being contradictory or mutually ~ x c ~ u s ~ v ~ " ,  p. 203. They 
view role conflict as inevitable i n  organizations and therefore, a constant 
source of structural stress (Hardy & Conway, 1988). 
Slmllar to Kat2 and Kahn's ( 1966) conception of role set 1s what 
Hardy and Conw ay ( 1 988) define as reference group In carrying out thelr 
prof esslonal roles, the actions of health care professionals are strongly 
lnf luenced by thew perceptions of the norms and values of those reference 
groups i n  which they hold membership or those groups to whlch they asplre 
A reference group has evolved over time to mean any group, collectivity or 
person that an Individual takes Into consideration in  the course of selecting 
a behavlor from a set of alternatives or in  making a judgment about a 
problemat~c issue (Hardy & Conway, 1988). 
Reference groups include normative groups which expl ic~t ly set norms 
and standards and make these known to the soclalizee, and comparison 
groups whlch provide a person wi th  standards or comparison polnts that one 
can use to make judgments and evaluations. A role model is a type of 
comparison group and 1s viewed as an individual who possesses certain 
ski l ls and displays techniques that the individual lacks and from whom, by 
observat ron and comparison wi th  one's own performance, the individual can 
learn (Hardy & Conway, 1 988). 
Internal sanctions (the internalization of dispositions and values) and 
external sanctions (rewards and punishments imposed by sign1 f lcant others) 
are motivational forces enhancing the learning of role prescr~pt~ons and role 
behaviors. The effectiveness of internal sanctioning, in which the 
individual rewards self for a job well done, to a large degree determines the 
adequacy of role learning and role performance. As the individual w i ingly 
conforms to the ways of the particular group, norms become internalized, 
the group's values become the indfvidual's values and the individually 
acquired group norms are recognized as having worth and valldlty. 
Many elements of a role are learned prior to the time a person 
actually O C C U ~ ~ ~ S  a position This early taking on of the behaviors and 
attitudes of an aspired-to reference group is  termed anticipatory 
socialization (Wheeler, 1966). According to Clausen ( 19681, thls 
anticipatory socialization entails a variety of mental activities, including 
daydreaming, forecasting future si tuat ions and role rehearsing. 
Learning a new role also has been found to be facilitated by learning 
roles of a similar type or occupying a posltion that relates in some manner 
to the anticipated role. Students often find numerous opportunities for role 
rehearsal by working in related jobs prior t o  entering school for formal 
professional education. Olesen and Whi ttaker ( 1968) found that 44 percent 
of the nursing class they studied had prior experiences in hospital posltfons 
such as aides, ward clerks or volunteers. An additional 23 percent had 
worked in blood banks, medical t ibraries, doctor's off ices or had nursed slck 
relatives at home. Thus, some socialization into a professional role usually 
occurs before an individual enters formal school lng and most persons are 
introduced to a new institution or organization only after they have had 
time to think about and to tentatively develop their own perspective on the 
profession (Hardy & Conway, 1 988). 
A1 though the know ledge acqulsi t ion necessary for achlevlng 
professional status varies, the processes by which a person becomes 
professional are similar regardless of the profession. Along w l th the 
formal education, an indlvldual acquires an Internallzed system of ethics to 
gulde the practice of the professlonal role. The socialization process 
results in  both internal and external changes such as new images, 
expectations, ski 1 ls, values and norms. The changes to a large extent 
deterrnlne how lndivlduals view themselves and how others view them 
(Hardy $ Conway, 1 988). 
Although the Process of socialization is similar for al l  entering 
professloris, those beginning the process by no means make up a 
homogeneous group. Students begin from different baselines i n  regard to 
qua1 i f  ications and awareness of the profession (Hardy and Conway, 1 988). 
Differences In  age, Ilfestyle, social class, marital status and In outlook a l l  
affect the social izatlon process. The soclalizatlon process, therefore, 
involves taklng a heterogeneous group and changing them into a more 
homogeneous group w f th respect to  the know ledge, values, attitudes, 
behaviors and ski1 Is  that they w i l l  have following soclallzatton. 
Students are exposed to  multiple agents of soclallzation including 
individuals and situations. Malasanos I 19761 contended that a1 though 
students are molded both by intended and unplanned elreumstances operating 
in the cal lege and In nursing practlce settings, they are part lcularty 
influenced by the role behzviors and expectations of faculty members. 
According to Dalme ( 19831, "faculty members as significant referents of 
behavior are cr i t lcal  to students' socialization process and adoption of 
professional values" ((p. 1 34). 
Other individuals affectfng the socialization of students include 
clients, prafessional colleagues, other health professionals and family iand 
friends who occupy roles both within and outslde the f t~rmal institutional 
structure. One of the most powerful mechanisms of professtonal 
socfal izatlon Is f nforma t Interact ion wi th  fellow st~dents. The Peer group 
serves as a potent reference group for the student in the development and 
~c~uIsI t lon of values and norms (Hardy & Conway, 1 9881. 
Therefore, students have access to several sources of information 
concerning the professional role and socialfzation may either be facilitated 
or hindered these extra sources of lnformatlon depending on the degree of 
congruity b e t i ~ ~ n  the role expectations of these multiple agents, those of 
the faculty and V~ose held by the neophyte asptrjng to the profession (Hardy 
& Conway, 1 988). 
Two related processes, leg1 timation and ad judlcatlon, have been 
proposed by Olesen and Whittaker ( 1968) as a framework for analyzing and 
understanding the experlent ia l  transact ions through which students develop 
their professlonail !dent ities. According to Oiesen and Whfi ttaker ( 19683, 
legttimation i s  the process by whtch others sanction the student's claim to 
the role of health prof essf anal, Adjudf cation i s  the continual refereeing and 
negotiating of the minute, face to  face transactions between students and 
faculty relative to  the technical, refined aspects of role performance, This 
adjudication process leads to legltlmatfon (Hardy & Conway, 1988). 
Olesen & Whl ttaker ( t 968) proposed that nursing students receive 
legltlmation in encounters w i t h  a variety of sources. These Include: I f 
nanoff ltlal leg1 ttmatton from parents, friends, strangers or former college 
friends; 2) legltlmation from peers; 3 )  formal modes of legltlmation derived 
from grades and evaluations given by the faculty; 4) legitlmatlon from staff 
nurses, physl clans and supporting personnel such as al des, order l les and 
l lcensed practical nurses; and 5) legitlmatlon from patients or cltents. 
Olesen and Whittaker ( 1968) found that in the long run, faculty won out over 
nonof f lclal legltlmators as those who could most meaningfully legltlmate 
and adjudicate student's achievements and claims. 
Hardy and Conway ( 1 988) maintained that though students in general 
asslmllate a central core of  values emphasized by the faculty and the 
profession, wi th in a collection of graduating students there may be found a 
w lde array of professional role assimilations, degrees of self-awareness. 
professional behavlor and know ledge. In addition, the process of 
~0cla11zation is  not complete at the end of formal schooling, but continues 
as the person enters a professional career and throughout 1 i f  e. 
Role orientations of nursing students at particular points in  their 
educational programs, of students in  the various types of nursing education 
programs and the influence of nursing faculty role orientat Ions on nursing 
student role orientatlons have been studied by a number of researchers. 
Conf 1 i c t  ing results have been found. 
C O ~ W  in ( 1962) used a cross-sectional deslgn to examine the role 
conceptions held by students and graduates of baccalaureate degree and 
diploma nurslng educatian programs as they affected the career aspirations 
of the study participants. In 1959, a sample of 124 staff nurses and 7 1 
junior and senior nwrslng students wIth diploma and degree education, 
answered a Clkert-type questionnaire (Torw in's Nurslng Role Concept ion 
Scale"), constructed by Corwln, whlch provided lndlces of bureaucratlc, 
professional and servlce role conceptions and role discrepancy. Corw in's 
questtonnalre consists of 22 hypothetical situations in which nurses mlght 
f ind themselves followed by two questtons, one addressing the extent to  
which the respondent believes the sltuation should be practiced in  nursing 
and one addressing the exlst to whlch the respondent belteves the situation 
actually does exist in nurslng. 
Results of Corw In's study indicated that degree students expressed a 
slgnlf lcant ly (p < .0 1 ) lower bureaucratic role ortentation than did dlploma 
students. There was not a statistically significant difference between 
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professional role conceptions of diploma and degree students, but the 
professional role conception of graduate degree nurses was higher and that 
of diploma nurses significantly lower (p < . O i  1. Results also revealed that 
baccalaureate degree students and graduates experienced greater 
discrepancies between their idealized role conceptions and their 
perceptions of the way the nursing role was actually practiced in the 
hospital than did diploma students and graduates. Role discrepancy scores 
were particularly hlgh i n  the bureaucratic and professional scales among 
degree nurses. 
As a predictor of role aspirations, Corwln found that students and 
staf f  nurses w i th  p r ~ f e ~ ~ i ~ n a l  role conceptions generally directed their 
ambitions outside the hospital, away from hospital promotion and toward 
nonhospital nursing or other types of careers. A hlgh bureaucratic role 
conception was related to decreased ambition to leave hospltal nursing for 
teaching, and sometlrnes increased promotion ambitions. Relative 
uncertainty of the role conceptlon increased asplration for promotion to the 
more secure types of supervisory positions (Corw in, 1962). 
Davis & Olesen (19641 conducted a longitudinal study to test the 
broad hypothesis that as nursing students progress through the nursing 
educational program, they increasingly w l l l  discard lay and traditional 
professional images of nursing for professional ly, more advanced images. 
They developed a tool based on four descriptive characterlzat ions of nurses: 
lay image, traditional professional image, bureaucratic routine and advanced 
professional image, to ident l fy nurse role perceptlons held by baccalaureate 
students. Data were obtalned by questionnaire from 75 baccalaureate 
students at  the Uniyersl t y  of Gal i fornla School of Nursing, Sari FranciscoJ at 
two points i n  time; a t  entry into the school and upon com~let lon of the f i rs t  
year of the three-year curriculum. In general, the hypothesis that students 
would sh i f t  toward individualistic-innovative and away from bureaucratic 
character1 zations of nursing appeared t o  be supported, a1 though not 
uniformly. The hypothesis that students would increasingly dlscard lay and 
traditional prof esslonal images for professional iy, more advanced Images 
recelved much less support from the data. Nineteen characteristics of the 
nursing role were measured and signlf lcance levels were determined 
individually for each characteristic ranging from .00 1 to ( "10. Results 
indicated no slgnif (cant increase in  consensus among students, et ther w l th 
respect to thelr characterlzat ions of nurslng or the personal importance 
they attached to such characterizations. Nursing faculty were found to 
Influence the images and self-values that students came to hold in relation 
to nursing, though such f nf luence was not uniform. With one or two 
exceptions, the attributes which a large majority of faculty (better than 75 
percent) claimed to emphasize were the same ones that received large 
percentage Increases among students from time of entry to  completion of 
the f i r s t  year. Asslmllation of faculty vlewpolnts and standards were found 
In large part to  be a function of the students' own values, cognftfons and 
prior experiences, Results of this study indtcate that the professional 
socialization process was not producing consistent or expected results in  
this baccalaureate program. 
Brown et  al. 1 1 974) used Oavls and Olesen's ( 1 964) tool and rep! lcated 
their 1 960- 1 963 longi tudlnal study at the baccalaureate nursing program at 
the Universl t y  of Oregon School of Nursing In  1 972. Instead of a 
long1 tudlnal design, however, the quest ionnalre was adm inlstered to three 
di lf erent groups: two groups of students (a group of sophomores recent 1 y 
arrived on campus and a group of Juniors who had completed one year of the 
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nursing curriculum) and a group o f  faculty. The sample consisted of 74 
students and 2 1 faculty. The data revealed considerable stabil ity over the 
year in the conceptions of nurslng held by students. The fact that fewer 
rather than more students viewed nurslng in advanced professional terms at 
the conclusion of the year ran Counter to expectation. Nursing faculty were 
found to influence the images and self -values of students: those 
preconceptions and values least i jke the faculty's were most readi ly 
rellnqulshed though not uniformly over time. Agaln, these findings indfcated 
that the professional socialization process was not consistently producing 
expected and desired results a t  this baccalaureate program. Brown et al. 
1 1 974) recommended Davis and Olesen3 s 1 9641 tool receive fresh 
examlnatlon concerning i t s  abil ity to dlstlnguish between various role 
orientations. 
S iegel ( 1 968) used the quest t onnaire developed by Davis and 0 t esen 
( 1964) t o  assess the degree to which professional soclalization occurred in  
two baccalaureate nursing oducatfon programs and the relationship between 
faculty role orientations and student orientatfons, A sample of 297 
students and 49 undergraduate faculty members was obtained from two 
mldwestern universftles. The questionnaire was adm tnistered to 
sophomores both before and after their f i r s t  prolesslonal courses, to 
seniors prior to  graduation and to undergraduate nursing lacul ty. The 
investlgatlon was limlted to one academic year. "In developing the plan for 
the study 1 t was assumed that the f indlngs from sophomore and senior 
Comparisons would be slmllar to those that might have been obtalned had 
the same subjects been retested i n  a longitudinal study" (Siegel, 1 968, p. 
404). As hypothesized, sent ors' percept1 ons of nursing corresponded closely 
to  those of faculty. However, sophomore-faculty perceptions were not 
divergent enough to support the hypothesf s that the process of professional 
socialization resulted i n  more similarity between student and faculty 
perceptions. Suppof t was not found for the predicted endorsement of 
advanced professlonal views at later points in students' education. In only 
one of the four ~0mpariS0ns was a slgnlficant difference (p=.05) found: 
sophomores in  one of the colleges selected more items reflecting this 
advanced professlonal view after thelr f l r s t  professlonal courses. 
Other studies have supported the notion of professional socialization 
as a function of progression in  a nursing education program. Sharp and 
Anderson ( 19721, using a sample of 1 17 nursing students and 14 faculty 
members i n  the School of Nursing of the Universt ty  of Wyoming, durlng the 
1966 school year, conducted a study to test the hypothesis that as nursing 
students progress i n  thelr educat lonal programs, their descriptions of the 
personality t ra i ts  of the ideal nurse wlll become progressiwefy siml lar to 
the f a ~ ~ l t y ' s  description of the ideal nurse. The '"Adjective Check Llst4' 
(Gough & Hei l brun, 1965)) a standard Inventory consisting of 24 scales to 
measure personal attributes, was administered during the f l r s t  nurslng 
cFass perfad of the 1966 fa l l  semester to freshmen nursing students. 
Responses by sophomores, Junlors, senlors and faculty to  this same 
instrument were gathered by mall during August 1966. The analysis of 
variance indicated that the faculty and student groups differed significantly 
(p <.05 and p (-0 I 1 on several aspects of the scale. The variations of the 
personality t ra i ts  of the ideal nurse followed a consistent pattern from 
class to class. This pattern suggested that as the students progressed 
through their nurslng curriculum, they came to percelve the ldeal nurse as a 
more flexible, creative, responsible and worthy professional (Sharp h 
The results of a study by Crocker and Brodie ( 1974) supported Sharp 
and Anderson's ( 1972) findings. Though the primary objective of Crocker 
and Brodie's ( 1974) study was to  Construct a homogeneous scale which could 
measure the congruence between nurslng students' percept Ions and faculty 
views of the professional nursing role (the Nurses' Professional Orientat ion 
Scale (NPOS)), the scores of' the 244 nursing students at three midwestern 
four-year baccalaureate nursing programs revealed a shlf t in the students' 
vlew of the profession that was positively related to the length of the 
educational experience. Scoring weights for the response to each item on 
the scale were determined by admlnlsterlng the scale to a sample of 94  
faculty members from the same baccalaureate nursing programs. The NPOS 
was designed such that a student could achleve a high score only by rating 
the t ra i ts  i n  the same way that a high proportton of faculty members had 
rated those traits, Analysis af variance Indicated that the observed 
d l f f  erences between freshmen, sophomore, f unlor and senior class mean 
scores were highly signlf icant (f=34.7, 4f=3/240, p <,O t ). "Palrw lse 
com par Esons between mean scores of f reshmen and sophomores, between 
sophomores and juniors and between juniors and seniors, etc,, were made 
using Scheffe's test" (Crocker & Brodle 1974, p. 234). Results showed that 
the mean score of each class on the NPQS was signlflcantly greater (p (.05) 
than the mean of the class below, revealing a deftnlte trend for the student 
to  endorse the faculty vlew of the profession as graduation neared. Crocker 
and Brodie ( 1 974) stressed that scores on thelr scale measure only the 
degree of students' conformity to the faculty's professional standards. 
Potential users of the scale need to examine the content of the l tems to 
deterrn ine whether conformity to the prof esslonal views covered by these 
ftW"is Is desirable in their own setting. 
Cohen & Jordet ( 1988) used Crocker & Brodie's ( 1974) scale, (NPOS), 
to measure the congruence between nursing students' percept ions and 
faculty members' oplnlons of the professional nurse role. A sample of 309 
students from al l  four years (freshmen, sophomore, junior, senlor) and 23 
fu l  1-t ime faculty at a baccalaureate nursing program were surveyed. 
Students' congruency scores reflected the slml larl t y  between their 
responses and those of the faculty members w l  th a high score indicating a 
hlgh degree of similarity. Mean congruency scores increased wi th  each year 
In the baccalaureate program and analysis of varlance Identifled significant 
(f=34.5 1 1, df=4/304, p c,000 1 )  differences. The further students had 
advanced i n  the program, the more closely their responses correlated wi th  
those of the faculty members. Cohen and Jordet f 1988) also found a 
stat 1st t cal ly significant relationship between students' congruency scores 
and the following variables: previous work experience as a nurses' aide; 
post-hlgh school education before enrol 1 tng in  the program; Scholastic 
Aptitude Test (SAT) scores; grade point averages; and scores on the state 
board examinat ion, 
Although there is evidence of professional soclal izatlon occurring in  
baccalaureate programs of nurslng, conf l lct lng results have been found. 
Shortridge ( 1977) conducted a study t o  determine the attitude toward 
professional nurslng behaviors of entering freshman and graduatlng senlor 
baccalaureate nurslng students. A 50 i tern questionnaire on professional 
roles in  nurslng was administered to 339 freshmen and 332 seniors in  
National League of Nurslng accredited four-year baccalaureate programs in  
New York, New Jersey and Connecticut. Although analysis of the data 
revealed that the attitude toward professional nursing behaviors of the 
graduatlng senlors was signlflcant ly (P ~ 0 0  1 more favorable than the 
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attitudes of entering freshmen, there were areas in which the senlors 
scored lower than the freshmen and lower than would be expected for 
performance as professianal nurses. These areas related to a service 
orlentat ion in  nursing and to the professional nurse as a giver of direct 
bedside care. Senlors' answers also revealed an unfavorable view o f  
management of client care by the professlonal nurse when presented as 
collecting a complete data base, writ ing nurslng orders, delegating certain 
tasks and evatuat ing staff. Another behavior of professtonal nurses for 
which seniors did not hold favorable a t t l  tudes was conducting nurslng 
research. There were no statements in the scale specifically related to use 
of research findfngs in the care of cllents or assistance in  conductlng 
research, however, so the students' views on these areas are unknown, 
Shortlcidge ( 1 977) recommended that addl tional research is needed to 
determlne the influencing factors In developfng a professional attitude 
toward nurslng, 
nurslng students' role conceptions across different levels of nursing 
programs (1.e. associate degree programs, diploma programs, four-year 
baccalaureate and Hve-year baccalaureate programs). A modif lcation of 
Corwln's Role Conceptlon Instrument ( 1960) was used to determine 
bureaucratfc, servlce and professional orientations. Students from the 
different levels of nursing programs differed significantly (0 4.0 1 1 on the 
bureaucrat lc aspect o f  the tool w l  th those students In shorter programs 
demonstrating a more bureaucratic orientation. Slgnlficant differences 
(pc.0 1 ) also were found among the four levels of nurslng programs on the 
Prof esslonal subscale. To the greatest extent, f lve-year students valued 
professional Ism for nuning practice, next were the f our-year students, 
f ~ l b w e d  by the two-year students. The three-year students least valued 
the prof esslonal orientation for l"wrSing practice. There were no slgnif icant 
differences among the levels of nursing programso scores on the sefvfce 
subscale. The large majority of students in each level of nursing program 
(except for the ~ssoclate Program in  which 57 percent said the staff nurse 
was the most influential) reported that it was the instructor, especially the 
instructor encountered early in the program, who was the most influential 
as a source of student role conceptlons of nurslng. 
The professional socialization process of RN students returning to 
school to  receive a BSN degree also has also been studied. Whelan ( 1 984) 
measured a convenlence sample of 74 entering and exlting students by a 
mod! f icatlon of Corw in's Role Orlentat ion Instrument ( 1960) for 
prof essionat , service and bureaucratic role orientat ions. Results indicated 
that graduating students held a role orlentation which was significantly 
(pc.0 1 1 less bureaucratic, more professional and more service oriented than 
their entering counterparfc. 
Role or fentat tons of graduate nurses have been studled and compared 
with pregraduatlon role orientations. Green I 1 9881, us1 ng a convenience 
sample of 25 generic, senior, baccalaureate nursing students ~regraduatfon 
and again at one year post-employment, found a signlflcant (p=.05) decrease 
in professfonal orientation from pre~aduat lon to post-employment. These 
results indicated that professional role orientat ions a c ~ f  red through 
s~h001 ing are not stable and may not be of sufficient strength t o  withstand 
slacfallzatlon withln the workplace. 
Brotherton ( 1 988) used a tool developed by ( 1 978)to compare 
S ~ p h ~ m o r e  nursing students a t  a large midwestern un lvers l t~  to nonnursing 
students at the university and graduate nurses employed at the 
center of this same unlversi ty. (Stol ler's ( 1 978) tool was developed to 
assess concept ions of the flursing role which entering freshmen bring into 
the educat lonal setting and the change in attitudes that takes place as the 
process of social izatfon progresses.) In addition to comparing nursing role 
orientat ions of nursing students to nonnursing students and graduate nurses, 
Brotherton ( 19881, evaluated nursing students wi th  Stoller's ( 1978) 
instrument before and after taking a professional role development course. 
A1 though there were no slgni f icant pretest-posttest dl f ferences, the 
factors generated by the responses of the nurslng students indicated greater 
know ledge of nursing professional ism after complet lng the course. Findlngs 
of Brotherton's '( 19881 study identified that Stoller's'l1978) questionnaire 
did not appear to  be measuring the proposed role orientations, but brought 
out other orientations based on the respondent's know ledge of nursing. 
Pieta ( 1 9761 conducted a study to examine three role conceptions of 
nursing- bureaucratic, professlonal and service- as perceived by senior 
nurslng students and their faculties from three types of nursing education 
programs (associate degree, baccalaureate degree, and diploma) and as 
perceived by head nurses psact f cing t n non-prof i t general hospitals. She 
Sought information concernfng percept ions of the ldeal nurslng role 
conceptton for each group, perception of the actual practice of the nurslng 
role conception for each group and the difference between the ideal and 
actual role conceptions (role discrepancy) for each group. Pf eta also 
gathered information related to differences across each of the groups in 
percept tons of ldeal, actual and role discrepancies. 
Pieta C 1976) used the role conception scales- bureaucrat ie, 
Professional and service-designed by Corw in  ( 1 960) as the basis for the 
development of her tool, "Nurslng Role Conceptions", whtch measures ldeal 
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and actual role conceptions and role discrepancy in nurslng. Originally Pieta 
modified Corwin's questionnaire by changlng each question into a statement. 
Pretesting revealed low reliability coefficient alpha for each scale and 
therefore the s l  tuat ions from Corw in's scales were rev1 sed and ad& tional 
situations developed by Pieta. The format and the three role conceptions- 
bureaucrat l c, professional and service-used i n  Corw in's quest lonnalre were 
retained. 
The sample in  Pieta's ( 1  976) study consisted of senlor nursing 
students, nurslng faculty and head nurses from nursing education programs 
and nonprofit general hospitals in  the State of New York. The study was 
l imi ted t o  fern& participants as the tool Pieta developed was validated 
only on females, Three types of undergraduate nursing education programs 
were used: associate degree, baccalaureate degree and dl plrsrna programs. 
Mospi tals were nonprofit general hospi tals of over 100 beds that provided 
cl infcat experience for at least one of the three types of nursing education 
programs. A total of 1,077 questionnaires were ma1 led to three groups of 
participants: 530 to  students, 357 to faculty and 190 to head nurses. There 
were 880 or 81.7% of the questionnaires returned of which 838 178%) were 
usable: 418 from students (79%), 279 from faculty (78R1, and I41 from 
head nurses (74%3. 
Results of the study revealed that the servlce role conception was 
perceived by each of the groups (students, faculty and head nurses) as the 
most ldeal for nurslng; the professional role conception was next; and the 
bureaucratic role conception was perceived as the least ideal. Each of the 
student groups perceived that the bureaucratic role conception was 
practiced to the greatest extent. Baccalaureate degree and dlploma 
students perceived that the service role concept ion was practiced t o  a 
lesser extent than the bureaucratic role conception, and that the 
prof" essional ro le conception was practiced to  the least extent. Assaclate 
degree -Students Perceived the Prof essl onal role conception was practiced 
more than the service ro le conception. Each of the faculty groups perceived 
that the bureaucratic role COnCeptlon was practiced t o  the greatest extent, 
sewice ro le conception next i n  amount of practice and to  the least, the 
professional role conception. Head nurses perceived that the service role 
was Practiced to  the greatest extent, the bureaucratic role was next and the 
professional role conception the least (Pieta, 19761. 
Cornel l C t 984) used Pleta's ( 1 976) tool as one of six tools used i n  a 
study t o  describe the relationship between specific characteristics and 
att i tudes of nursing students and their level of satisfaction with the 
educational experience. Northeast Mtssourt State Unlversfty nurslng 
students (n=81) participated in  the study. Aspects of professional 
socfallzatton as measured by the "Nursing Role Conceptions" scale was one 
of the predictor varlables along w i t h  perceived profess1 onal competency, 
care orientation, self-concept, t ime on task, and certain demographic 
characterlstlcs (age, sex, race, class and grade point average). The 
s ta t is t ica l  analysis of  the data collected on the nursing students, using 
stepwlse mult lple regression, lndtcated that the most parsimonious model 
of elght predfclor varlables accounted for  25.39 7-i of the variance in the 
crlterlon, nurslng student satlsfact ion. The orientat ion of the student to  
the bureaucratic and service role orientat ions of nurses contributed r iore to  
the variance in the satisfaction of the nursing student than the or len~at jon 
to  the pr~fess iona l  role. "Nurslng faculty should be ~MX2Xned with the wide 
dfscrepancy scores between the real and ideal and how the discrepancy 
increases from the Freshman though the Junlor year" (Cornell, 198% p- 146). 
In a study to examine role conceptions and restructuring abll i t y  as 
predictors of integrative resolllt ion, Burrows ( 1982) atjmjnlstered P1eta.s 
( 1976) tool as one of three tools to 126 staff nurses. In this study dilemma 
situations were Presented in whlch needs or preferences of cljents 
W e d  w 1 th  hospital regulat Ions. Staff nurses' solution responses were 
considered integrative i f  they accommodated both the requirements of the 
cllent and the requirements of the hospital. Results of the study revealed 
that restructuring abll l t y  and integrative resolution were signfficant ly 
associated, p(.05. l ndependent curvl l lnear relat ionshlps, how ever, were 
revealed between professional role conceptions and integrat lve resolution, 
~ ( ~ 0 5 ,  and between bureaucratlc role conception and integrative resolution, 
~ ( "05 .  Baccalaureate degree, assocl ate degree and diploma graduates did not 
di f fer  i n  role conceptions or in  integratlve resolution, wIth the exception 
that baccalaureate graduates were slgnf f icant ty higher, p(.05, in 
professional role conception. Flndlngs in  this study suggest that cestatn 
levels of comrnl trnenb, to  professional and bureaucratlc values may be 
necessary for integrative resolution. Results of thtis study prompted 
recommen8ati;ons that measures be taken in undergraduate programs to  
foster comm f tments to  both professional and bureaucratlc values, and t o  
enable students to percetve nursing care dilemmas, not as situations 
requiring a choice between professional and bureaucratlc values, but as 
opportunltles for effective integratfon of both value orientations (Burrows, 
19821. 
Hunter ( 1985) used Pieta's ( I 9763 tool to measure and compare role 
c ~ n c e p t l ~ n ~  of entering and exiting RN students from three baccalaureate 
t w ~ - p l ~ ~ - t w o  n u r ~ f n g  programs in Tennessee, 19M-83. These exiting 
students also were compared with exiting students from generic 
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baccalaureate nursing programs. In additlon to the impact of the 
educat lonal program, the impact of work experience, educational 
involvement and demographic variables on role concept ion scores were 
assessed. Seven findings evolved: (a1 exltlng baccalaureate two-plus-two 
nursing students dlffered significantly from entering students on ideal 
professlonal role conceptions but did not dif fer slgniflcantly on Meal 
humanitarian and bureaucratic roles; (b) two-plus-two and generic 
baccalaureate nurstng graduates held similar scores on ideal professional 
role conceptions; (c) for ideal bureaucratic role concept lons, two-plus-two 
students held significantly higher scores than generlc nunlng graduates; 
(dl  for ideal humanitarian role conceptlons, two-plus-two students held 
slgnlf icantly lower scores than generic nursing graduates; (el al l  groups 
agreed on the rank order of the three ideal roles: the humanitarian (service) 
role f irst, the professlortat role second and the bureaucrat tc role third; (f 1 
variabil ity among groups on all tote concegtlons proved slrnilar; and (g) 
work experience and selxtteid demographic data did not relate slgniffcantly 
to role conception scores. 
Scharf 1 1 985) conducted a study t o  examine the relat lonshlp between 
self -concept, percept ion of prof esslonal role discrepancy, and lntensi ty of 
burnout among professional nurses employed in hospital settings. The Pieta 
( 1 976) ''Role Concept !on Scale" along w l th two other scales measuring self - 
concept and burnout, was voluntarily completed by 129 female staff nurses 
employed in seven medical centers i n  the New York metropolltan area. 
Findings of Scharf's ( 1 985) study revealed professlonal role discrepancy 
was posi tlvely related to the Emotional Exhaustlon and Depersonal lzatlon 
phases of burnout at the p = .05 level. Contrary to expectation, professional 
role discrepancy was not related to the Personal Accomplishment phase of 
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burnout. The combinat ion of Self -concept and professional role discrepancy 
was a better predictor of burnout for  the Emotional Exhaustion phase of 
burnout than either parameter independently. Ancillary data analyses of 
th is  study indicated that nurses percelved significant (p < .OO 1 )  levels of 
professional, bureaucratic and service role dlscrepancy. Findings indicated 
that these nurses perceived that the professional and service role 
conceptions were practiced to  a lesser extent than they percelved they 
should be practlced. The bureaucratic role conception was practiced to  a 
greater extent than they percelved it should be practiced (Scarf, 1985). 
Using a population (n = 655) of upperclass students in the College of 
Nursing a t  Northeastern Unlversity during the fa l l  quarter of 1984, Finn 
( 1985) conducted a study to  determine the effect of organlzatlonal 
social iza t  ton as a component of cooperative education on the process of 
prof esslonal social lzat ion In a baccalaureate nurs fng program, Cooperative 
education at ternates perfods of school and work, thereby exposing the 
nurslng student t o  both professional and organlzational socialization and 
creating potential fo r  ro le conll lct. Pieta's (19761 tool, "Nursing Role 
Concept 1 ons" was used t o  gather data regarding role concepts (professional, 
bureaucratic and service) and role conflfct. Results of Finn's ( 1  985) study 
lndjcated that the professional role concept Increases and bureaucratic role 
concept decreases Cp 4.01 1 from sophomore t o  senior year, w j t h  no 
difference by dlvislon. Role conf l lct  also increases (p c.01) with students i n  
school more i i kely than students on coop t o  express rote conf 1 i c t  (p c.0 1 1. 
In a study t o  compare role orientation, accountablllty and descriptive 
variables of hospl ta l  and supplemental agency employed nurses, Pierce 
( 198 1 1 used Pieta's ( 19761 tool as part of a three-part questionnaire. F l f  ty- 
eight registered nurses employed by hospitals and 28 registered nurses 
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employed by supplemental agencies returned the questionnaires. (The return 
rate was 42% as 208 questionnaires were distributed.) An examinat ion of 
the difference between ideal and actual role orientation mean scores 
revealed significant differences on al l  three role orientattons for hospital 
and agency nurses (p. 4.000 1 for ServlCe and professional and p c.05 for 
bureaucrat id. Results revealed the pat lent-centered nursing service role 
was considered to be the ideal by nurses from both employment methods. 
Hospital nurses tended to be slightly more bureaucratic orlented than 
agency nurses but bureaucratic aspects of practlce were not as important as 
were servlce and professional components. Agency nurses responded that 
too much emphasis was placed on bureaucratlc role camponents in the 
practice setting. 
According t o  role theory, individuals in an educational program 
designed to prepare them to assume a professional role, go through a 
social lzatlcrn process. They develop a role concept Ian which generates 
attitudes and guldes conduct. Norms, motlvc?~, vabes, knowledge, skfl ls and 
disposition are 31 1 transm t t ted from the indtvidual's ref wence group to the 
tndividual. This occurs both through planned educational experiences and 
unplanned interactions. The process of socialization into a professional 
role has been described as proceeding in stages and 1s affected by a number 
of factors, including the educational program, behaviors and attitudes of 
faculty and peers, indtvldual characteristics and work experience. The 
lnf luence of faculty, in  part lcular, i s  thought to be crl t ica l  to students' 
SOClal lzatlon process and adoptlon of' prof esslonal values. 
Role theory has provided the basis l o r  a number of studies concerning 
role orientatt on of students in baccalaureate schools of nursing. There i s  
Some evidence in the literature that the educational process Influences 
students' attitudes toward the role of the nurse, Determining the Influence 
of faculty as a source of student role conceptions and students' acqufsitlon 
of a ~rofesslonal  role orlentation in relation to progression through the 
baccalaureate educational process particularly has been the direction of 
several studies. Many of these studies are old, however, and the results are 
conf 1 i c t  lng and confusing. The reader i s  le f t  confused, wondering i f  i t  is  
posslble for students in baccalaureate schools of nursing to acquire a 
professional role orientation and i f  ft i s  possible, when and how this 
sociallzat Ion takes place. 
Much has changed since many of these studies were done, Learners 
are dlfferent today, faculty are different, Indeed the whole nursing world i s  
different. The p a l  of  a professional role orlentation for the baccalaureate 
prepared nurse remains but 1s set agalnst the backdrop of an extreme nurse 
shortage and the needs of an often sicker, but wiser consumer. The 
professional image of nursing ngeds much improvement in the eyes of the 
public and nurslng Itself  both for the advancement of the profession and 
recruitment of more students into the field. 
As previous studles concerning the baccalaureate nursing student's 
acqutsftion of a professional role srlentatlon have ylelded confl tcting and 
confusing results, more research must be done in  this area. Speclf lcal ly, 
there i s  a need to determine how role perceptions ct.iange as students 
progress through the @ducat lonal process, when and if soclalizatlon into a 
professional nurse role orf entation occurs fn  a baccalaureate Program and 
the relationships bet ween faculty role perception and student role 
perception. Theref ore, thlS study 1s indicated. 
Chapter 1 1 1  
METHODOLOGY 
The purpose of this study was to determine ideal and actual role 
concept ions and role discrepancies of beginning students, graduat lng 
students and faculty i n  a baccalaureate nurslng program. In this chapter the 
design, subjects, sampling method, data collection tools, data gathering 
procedure, and methods of analysis are described. 
This i s  a descriptive study. "Descrlptive studles are not concerned 
with relationships among variables. Their purpose i s  to observe, describe, 
and document aspects of a sltuation" (Poli t & Hungler, 1987, p. 42). 
Descriptlve studies obtain informat ton about the current status of 
phenomena of interest. This is a unlvarlate descriptlve study as opposed to 
a descrfptlve correlatfonal study, Univariate descriptive studies are not 
necessarily focused on only one varlable, but describe what exists in terms 
of . f  requency of occurrence 'tor i t s  presence versus absencC) rather than to 
describe the relationship of variables (PoJf t & Hungler, 19871. 
The advantages of a descriptive study are that it allows for 
cot lection of information on multiple vartables from a fair ly targe group at 
a reasonable cost. The data i n  this study are quantifiable and are 
answerable in questionnaire form. Though no cause and effect or 
relationship can be Inferred from data obtained fn descriptive studies, 
Informatton obtained in these studies may be the basis of determining cause 
and effect or relationships In future studies. 
A purposive sampl lng technique was used. A1 1 beginning nursing 
students In their f i r s t  nursing class after belng admitted to the nurslng 
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Program, al l  graduating senior nursing students who were completing the 
Program and al l  nursing faculty in  the two baccalaureate schools of nursing 
were requested to participate, 
Subjects Were beginning baccalaureate students enrol led in their 
f f r s t  nursing CoUrses Preparing for ini t la l  RN Ilcensure, graduating 
baccalaureate nursing students preparing for in l t  la1 RN I lcensure, and 
nursing f acuity in  two Small midwestern colleges. Both colleges are 
private, liberal arts institutions, aff illated wi th  the Lutheran Church, 
drawing heavily from the state in  which they are located. Both nursing 
programs are accredited by the National League of Nufslng and the Iowa 
Board of Nursing. In both schools, students are accepted into the nursing- 
program at the beginning of their sophomore year. Both colleges are on a 
semester system. 
College I i s  iargely a commuter school, located in a large 
metropolitan area, w i tb 21 average enrollment of approximately t 300 
students. I t s  nursing program received init lal  National League for Nursing 
accreditation in  1975. The average number of graduates from the nursing 
program each year for the past five years ( 1 985- 1 989) was 27 (graduate 
records, Nurslng Division). 
College I1 i s  primarily a resident school, located in a rural area, wi th  
an average enrollment of approximately 2300 students. I t s  nursing program 
received in i t ia l  accreditation from the National League for Nursing in  1979. 
The average number of graduates from the nursing Program each Year for the 
past five years ( i 985- 1989) was also 27 (graduate records, Nursing 
Division). 
In the spring of academic year 1989- 1 990, there !#ere 1 7 graduating 
senfor nursing students (one a male and thus not Part of the sample) from 
College I, and 13 graduating senior nursing students (one a male and thus not 
part of the sample) from College I I. For the fa1 1 of academic year 1990- 
199 1 there were 19 beginning nursing students at College I (three males and 
thus not part of the sample) and 24 beginning nursing students at College I I .  
College I has 12 nursing faculty and College 1 1 ,  8 nursing faculty, generatlng 
a possible sample size of 28 graduating senior nursing students, 40 
beginning nursing students and 20 faculty. Actual numbers and percentages 
of return of useable questionnalres from each group for each college are 
shown in  Table 3.1. 
TABLE 3.1 
Subjects in the Study 
N= 58 
There was a larger percentage of particlpat ion by the student groups 
in College I than i n  College II. The percentage of faculty participation was 
equal in  both schools. 
Table 3.2, page 48 provides demographic data collected from the 
student subjects, i.e. age, marital status and patient care experience. 
TABLE 3.2 
Demographic Data of Student Subjects 
The largest percentages of beglnnlng and graduating nursing students 
were in the age range of 18-22. The medfan age for beglnnlng students was 
20, the mode 1 9 and the mean 22.79. The median age for the graduat 1 ng 
students was 22, the mode 22 and the mean 23.74. 
The majority of students were single. The number of married and 
single students in the graduatlng students group was nearly equal. 
Subjects were mainly tradltlonal college students. Beglnnlng 
students were slngle, a year or two out of hlgh school. The graduating 
students were approximately three years older than beginning students and 
some married before their schooling was completed. 
One half of the beginning nursing students had no patient care 
experience while the other half had some or a year or more. In the 
graduat lng students group, a larger percentage had pat lent care experience. 
Two questionnaires were used to collect data These were: Pieta's 
( 1976) "Nursing Role Conceptions" instrument and a demographic data 
questionnaire. A copy of each questionnaire is  found in Appendix 1. A 
description of each fa1 lows. 
Pieta's tool, "Nursing Role Conceptions", measured ideal and actual 
role conceptions and role dfscrepancy in  nursing. Pieta ( 1976) used the role 
conception scales-bureaucratic, professional and servlce- designed by 
Corwin ( 1  960) as the basis for the development of the tool, Corwin's 
questlonnalre consists of 22 hypothetical sltuatlons followed by two 
quest ions, one addressing the extent to which the respondent be1 ieves the 
situation should be practiced in nurslng and one addressing the extent to 
whlch the respondent believes the situation actually does exlst in nurslng. 
Originally, Pieta modified Corwin's questionnaire by changing each question 
Into a statement. Pretestlng revealed low relfabrlity coefficient alpha for 
each scale and therefore the s l  tuatfons from C O ~ W  in's scales were revised 
and addltlonal situattons developed by Pleta. The format and the three role 
concept ions (bureaucratic, professional and service) used in Corw in's 
questionnaire were retained. 
Content validity was determined by having the 36 orlginal 
items classlfled w i th  regard to whether they f i t  bureaucratic, professional 
or service roles, A panel of nurse experts wl th  experfence in  teachlng and In 
nursing administration were g l ~ e n  def initkNlS of the three role concepts and 
a randomly ordered l i s t  of the items. Only situatfons selected at least 75% 
of the time as measuring the role conception for which they were designed 
were retained. Thus, two Items were omitted and 34 retained- The items 
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are divided Into three subscales: bureaucratic role concept ( 12 items), 
professional role concept ( 10 items) and service role concept ( 12 i terns). 
The "known group" method was used to determine the predictive 
val tdity of the developed instrument (Pieta, 1976). Three groups o f  nurses, 
collegiate nurse faculty members (n= 151, nurses in  admlnlstrat ion posit ions 
(n= 1 7) and nurses w 1 th a re1 iglous commitment (n- 1 61, were asked to 
complete Pleta's developed tool. Results indicated that nurse lacuity 
obtained the highest mean score on the professlonal role conceptlon scale, 
nurses in  administrative positions in hospitals had the highest mean score 
on the bureaucratic role conception scale and nurses with a re1 lgious 
cornml trnent had the highest mean score on the service role conceptlon 
scale. 
The internal consistency of the three scales was computed using the 
Cronbach coeff iclent alpha formula (Pfeta 1976). The lnternal consr stency 
computed for each role conception was .84 for the bureaucratic scale, .63 
fbr the professional scale and .58 for the service scale. To test stab1 l i ty of 
the instrument, test-retest coefficients were calculated uslng a group of 
eight nurse faculty members who responded to the instrument twice wi th  
one week intervening. The Pearson-Product Correlation computed was .83 
for the bureaucratfc scale, .86 for the professlonal scale, .8 1 far the service 
Scale and -92 for the total questlonnalre. 
Each item on Pieta's (19761 tool describes a hypothetical situation in 
which nurses mlght f ind themselves and i s  followed by two statements, one 
addressing the extent to which the individual believes the sltuatfon should 
be practiced in  nursing (Ideal) and the other the extent to which the 
respondent perceives it i s  actually practiced in nursing (actual). The 
difference between these two provldes information about the role 
discrepancy the respondent could experlence. A 5-pojnt rating scale follows 
each statement and respondents are asked to  indlcate the degree to which 
they agree or disagree w i th  the statement by clrcllng one of the alternative 
mswers: strongly agree, agree, undecided, dlsagree or strongly disagree, 
The t%Search instrument was scored on a 5-polnt scale. The five 
ternative responses were asslgned values from 5 indlcat lng strongly agree 
to  1 indicatlflg strongly dlsagree. The three role conceptlon scales in the 
tool consisting of twelve bureaucratic items, ten professlonal ttems and 
twelve service items, were scared separately. Three scores (normative, 
categorical and role discrepancy) were derived for each scale (bureaucratic, 
professlonal and service). The normative score was calculated by summlng 
responses to  the "should exlst" items. The categorical score was calculated 
by summing responses to the "'does exlst" i terns. Total scares were then 
divided by the number of items for each role conceptlon to arrive at a mean 
score value which was used to determine signiflcant differences, The role 
dtscrepancy score was 9t; talned by subtracting the categorical mean score 
from the normative mean score. The numerical mean difference 1 for 
each sl tuation can range from +4 to -4. The sum of these differences yields 
the role discrepancy mean scare for the specif l c  scale. Posl t lve role 
discrepancy scores, indfcate that the respondent perceives that the situation 
does not exist t o  the extent that the individual thinks it should, Negative 
discrepancy scores indlcate that the respondent perceives the situatfon 
exists to a greater extent than the Individual thinks it should (Pieta, 1976). 
permission was obtained from Pieta to use the tool. See Appendix 5. 
The demographic data questtonnajre was designed by the researcher. 
asked the student sample groups to give their age, gender, marital status* 
and pat lent care experlence. (AS this study i s  Hmlted to female 
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particlpants, questionnaires obtalned from male students were discarded.) 
Students also were asked if they were a beglnnlng nursing student or a 
graduating nursing student and if they had previously completed education 
for a practical or registered nurse llcense. 
A Pi  lot  study was done to determine clarl ty of the cover letters and 
data gathering quest lonnaires and length of time needed to complete the 
questionnaires. Twelve nurslng students and four faculty from a prlvate 
university who were sfrnilar to  the subjects but not included in  the study 
were asked to complete the questionnaires, There was an 83% return of 
usable questionnalres from the students and 100% return from the faculty. 
The cover letters for this pi lot study can be found in  Appendlx 2. Students 
and faculty were asked to record the time taken to complete the 
questlonnalres and space was provided on the pilot study cover letter for 
questions or comments. Following the pllot study, slight modlf ications 
were made in  the wording of the study cover letters. Several questions on 
the demographic data questionnaire were reworded for clarification and one 
questfon was swbdlvlded to el ici t  more specific data, Students and faculty 
part'icipatlng -in the pi lot study were thanked for their time and cooperation. 
Permission to conduct thls study was obtained from the Drake 
University Human Subjects Committee. The approval i s  found in Appendix 3. 
Permission to  conduct the study in each of the colleges was obtained from 
the appropriate person or group at these colleges. These permissions are 
also found in  Appendix 3. 
Graduating nursing students and faculty at both colleges '~Vere 
the questj~nnalres to complete in April of academ lc year 1 989- 1 990 and 
beginning nursing students at both colleges were given the qu@stfonnaires to  
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complete i n  September of academic year 1990- 199 1 ,  The tools were 
admlnlstered at a th'le and i3laRner mutually acceptable to both researcher 
and tnstitut ton. 
M~fnan rights of the study subjects were maintained. A cover letter 
w i th  introductory COfments about the nature and purpose of the study 
accompanied each quest ionnaire, protecting the subjects' right to informed 
consent. Information on the cover letter Included what would be done with 
the results of the study, how part lclpants could recelve a copy of the 
results of the study and words of thanks to the participants. 
Explanation of how the participants' rlght to prlvacy would be 
maintained was also given in the cover letter. The names of subjects were 
not asked. Thls ensured anonymity for the part 1 c i  pants. (Quest lonnalres 
weye randomly numbered after completion to  allow for reference to  a 
particular questionnaire at a later time.) 
The r ight of freedom from harm was also protected. Subjects were 
assured that their participatlon was voluntary and that they had the rlght t o  
refuse to participate or to withdraw at any time. They were assured that 
refusal to participate or wtthdrawal would not affect thelr status In 
anyway. Subjects were Instructed that they would give their consent by 
complef ing and returning the questionnaires. There was a separate cover 
let ter  to  students and faculty. Cover letters can be found In  Appendix 4. 
lnstructlons on how to complete the dernagraphlc data questlonnalre 
and the research questionnatre were given on each of these Instrwaents. 
Each cover letter and questlonnalre were placed i n  an envelop@. In College I, 
f acuity received the research envelope in  thelr maf l ~ ~ x e s  and were a s k d  to 
return them to a box whtlch was placed directly belaw the f acuity mallboxes 
and was marked w j th  the researcher's nallle. Graduating senior nursing 
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students in  t ~ s  college were requested to participate in the study at a 
class in the last fllonth of the academic year. The envelopes contalnlng the 
cover letter and questionnaires were distributed to the students in the 
class bY their instructor. The students were requested to complete the 
questionnaires, return them to the envelope and place the envelope in a box 
at the door as they left.  
In College 11, the director of the nursing program dlstrlbuted the 
envelopes to the faculty at a faculty meeting and they were requested to 
return them to a specif led box placed in the nursing off lce. Graduating 
senior nursing students at this college were requested to participate in  the 
study by the director of thelr program at a class which they were al l  
scheduled to attend in the final month of thelr program. The envelopes 
corrtalnlng the cover letter and questionnaires were dtstributed at the end 
of the class. Students were requested to  return the completed 
questionnaires to the envelope and place the envelope in a marked box in  the 
nursing of f  ice. 
The Mlinitab Statistical package was used for data analysis. An alpha 
level of "05 was used, For statfsttcal purposes the research hypotheses 
were cast In the nu? 1 farm. 
Hypothesis one: Independent t-tests were done to test the 
differences between the means of the ideal Scores of the three nurse role 
conceptions of beginning nursing students and the r~eans of the ideal scores 
of the three nurse role conceptions of graduating senlor numing students in 
a baccalaureate program and to test the differences b&~een the rf'teans of 
the actual scores of the three nurse role conceptions of beginning nurslng 
students and the means of the actual scores of the three nurse role 
concept Ions of graduating Senior nursing students in a baccalaureate 
program. "Glven the assurnpt ton that both populations sampled have normal 
dlstributions, any hypothesis about a difference can be tested using the I 
distribution, regardless of sample size'' (Hays, 1981, p. 286). 
An analysis of variance (ANOVA) was done to test hypotheses two, 
I three and four. In most statistical testing of differences of means among 
I 
more than two groups, the analysls of variance, testing a single meaningful 
6 hypothesis at a known rate of Type I error, is  preferred (Hays, 198 1). Past 
I 
I 
hoc test t ng of differences between means was done us1 ng the Tukey HSD 
(honestly signlf icant difference) statistical test. Hays I I98 1 ) states that 
the Tukey HSD is simple, wfdely used and flexible in appllcatton. 
Chapter I V  
FINDINGS 
The Purpose of the study Was to determine ideal and actual nurse role 
conceptions and role discrepancies of beginning students, graduating 
students and faculty i n  a baccalaureate nursing program. Four hypotheses 
were tested. In this chapter the results of statistical testing for each of 
the hypotheses are presented. 
Hypothesis one stated that: There w i l l  be a significant difference in 
the ideal and actual scores of the three nurse roEe conceptions between 
beginning nursing students and graduating senior nursing students in a 
baccalaureate program. Table 4.1 on page 57 depicts the f indtngs. 
As predicted, there was a significant difference in the bureaucratic 
ldeal scares, l(413 = 2.52, ~<.05; the bureaucrat ir actual scores, U413 = 
2.02, p<.05; the professibnal Meat scores, L(41) = -2.03, gc05; the 
professional actual scores, tJ41) - 3.32, pc.05 and the service ideal nurse 
role conception scores, tJ41) = -3.13, p<.05 between beginning and 
graduat lng students. Beginning students scored higher than graduating 
students In  the bureaucratlc Ideal, the bureaucratic actual and the 
prof esslonal actual scales and lower than graduating students in the 
professional ideal and service ldeal scales. There was not a slgniflcant 
dl f ference in  the service actual nurse role concept ion scores between 
beginning and graduating students, l(4 1 1 - 1.1 2, p<.05. Theref ore hypothesis 
one was partially supported. 
TABLE 4.1 
jCp<.OS 
Hypothesis two stated that: The role discrepancy scores w i l l  be 
slgnificantly higher In graduating senlor nursing students and In nurslng 
faculty than in beginning nurslng students. Tables 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 depict the 
differences of role discrepancy sf ores for the three role concept Ions among 
the three subject groups. Table 4.2 depicts the findings for comparison of 
the bureaucratic role discrepancy scores. 
TABLE 4.2 
As seen in  Table 4.2 the analysts of varlance indicated a slgnlficant 
difference in bureaucrat lc role dlscrepancy scores: E(2,55) = 6.7 1, pc.00 1 .  
Post hot testing of differences between means using the Tukey HSD 
(honestly significant difference) statlstlcal test, indicated a slgnllicant 
dl f ference between the beglnnlng nurslng students and nursing faculty at 
the .0l level, and, contrary to what was predicted, a slgnlflcant difference 
between graduatlng nurslng students and nurslng faculty at the .05 level. 
Nursing faculty had a higher role dlscrepancy score than beginning nursing 
students and graduating nursing students, No sign t flcant dlf lerence was 
found between graduating nurslng students and beglnning nursf ng students. 
fable 4.3 depfcts the findlngs for comparison of the professional role 
dbscrepancy scares. 
S 
SSIgnillcant at .00 1
AS Seen In Table 4.3 the analysis of vaf lance indicated a slgnlficant 
dl f le~ence in professional role discrepancy scores: E(2.55) = 10.681 Qc-001. 
post hoc testing of differences between means uslng the Tukey HSD 
statisttcal test, indicated a significant difference between graduatlng 
nursing students and beglnnlng nursing students at the .0 1 level and between 
nurslng faculty and beginning nursing students at the .OI level. Nursing 
faculty and graduating nursing students had hlgher role dfscrepancy scores 
than beginnlng nursing students. This had been predlcted. 
Table 4.4 depicts the findings for comparison of the service role 
discrepancy scores. 
TABLE 4.4 
Service Role Discrepancy 
r 
As seen In Table 4.4 the analysis of variance indicated a significant 
difference i n  sewice role discrepancy scores: E(2,55) = 5.66, gc.00 1.  Post 
hoc testing of differences between means using the Tukey HSD statistical 
test, indicated a significant difference between beginnlng nursing students 
and graduating nursing students at the '01 level as predicted. As predicted, 
the graduating nursing students had hlgher role discrepancy scores than 
beginning nursing students. Contrary to what was predicted, there was not 
- 
a signiffcant difference between nursing faculty and beginning nursing 
students. Hypothesis two was partially supported. 
pothesis 3 stated that: The ideal professional role score w i l l  be 
t l y  hlgher in nursing faculty than In nursing students and hlgher in 
graduat lng senlor nursing students than in beginning nurslng students. 
Table 4.5 depicts the findings. 
TABLE 4.5 
Comparison of ldeal Professional Role Conception Scores Among Nursing 
Faculty Students 
I I.. , I F 
I I t 
*Signif lcant at .O t 
As shown in Table 4.5 the analysis of varlance revealed a slgnlllcant 
difference in  scores: FJ2,55) = 7.03, pc.0 l .  Post hoc testing of differences 
betvdeen t'mans using the Tukey HSD statistlcal test lndlcated a 
signlf icant 1 y higher ideal prof esslonal role score was found in nursing 
faculty than In beginning nursing students at the '01 level as predicted. 
Contrav to what was predicted, the ideal professional role score of nursing 
faculty was not significantly higher that the ideal prolessionat role score 
of graduating nursing students and the ideal professional role score of 
graduating nursing students was not significantly hlgher than the ldeal 
professional role score of beginning nursing students. Hypothesis three was 
partial 1 y supported. 
Hypothesis 4 stated that: The discrepancy scores of students w i l l  
signif icant ly increase in  relation to the amount of patient care experience 
students have {n excess of student clinical learning. Each student subject 
was categorized into one of three groups according t o  patient care 
experience in  excess of student clinical learning. The groups were: none. 
some (less than a year), and a year or more. Tables 4.6. 4.7 and 4.8 d e ~ l c t  
6 1 
the findings for each of the three nurse role conceptions. Table 4 6  depicts 
the findings for the bureaucratic dlscrepancy scores. 
TABLE 4.6 
-
tomparlson of Bureaucrat lc Discrepancy scores to Pat ient Care Experience 
AS Table 4.6 indicates there was not a significant increase in 
bureaucratic discrepancy scores In relation t o  pat ient care experlence in 
excess of student cllnlcal learntng: E(2,4Q) = 2.59, ~ i . 0 5 .  
Table 4-7 deplcts the flndings for the professional discrepancy 
SCOf es. 
TABLE 4.7 
Comparison of Professional Discrepancy Scores to  Pat lent Care Experience 
in Excess of Student Clinical Learnlng 
1 D f I SS 1 MS I F 1 
As Table 4.7 Indicates there was not a significant Increase dn 
professional discrepancy scores in relation to patient care experience in 
excess of student clinical learning: E(2,40) = "07, p<.05. 
Table 4.8 depicts the findings for the service discrepancy scores 
TABLE 4.8 
Comparison o f  Service Discrepancy Scores to  Patient Care Experience in 
As Table 4.8 Indicates there was not a significant Increase in service 
discrepancy scores in relat Ion to pat lent care experience in excess o f  
student cllnlcal learning: E(2,40) = 67, p<.05. Hypothesis 4 was not 
supported. 
Chapter V 
DISCUSSION, PIPL I CATIONS and RECOMMENDATIONS 
The purpose of the study was to determine ideal and actual nurse role 
conceptions and role discrepancies of  beginning students, graduating 
students and faculty in a baccalaureate nurslng program. Four hypotheses 
Were tested. In this chapter the major ftndings of the study are discussed, 
imp1 icattons for nursing are presented and recommendations for further 
investigation are suggested. Limitations of the study are discussed first. 
One limitation was the lack of total participation of the students and 
faculty in  the two colleges. While the participation rate far faculty was 
75% 68% of graduating nursing students and 608 of beginning nursing 
students returned completed questlonnaires. Three of the subjects from the 
student groups began the questionnaire, did not complete 1 t, and returned it 
partially completed. These incomplete questionnaires were not used In the 
study. The possibility exists that the findings could have been different 
w i th  total participation, 
A l imftatlon that must be considered Is that some responses may be 
due to maturity in  general, rather than to the nursing sociat fzation process 
occurring on these campuses. The college years are cruclal to formatton of 
values, ideals and vfews on life. Much change may occur within a student in 
these years of change from adolescence into adulthood. 
The testing situation is another limitation. It has been d~cumented fn 
a number of studfes, especially those dealing with attiO.ldes and opinions, 
that just the act of coilectlng information from people changes them (Polit 
& Hungler, 1987). The responses recorded by the participants may not 
represent their true feelings, but may demonstrate a desire to respond f n  a 
way acceptable to the investigator The environment in which the 
participants completed the questionnaires was not consistent among a1 1 
g r o ~ s .  Faculty received their questionnaires in  their mal l  boxes and could 
complete them at their leisure in the privacy of their offices. in each of the 
student groups, a faculty member administered the questionnaire in a 
c k~ssroom setting. l%e researcher had previously instructed the f acuity 
member as to what instructlons to give the students, and the cover letter 
accompanying the questionnaires in which written instructions were given 
was Identical for all student groups. Yet the fact that the administrator of 
the questlonnalre was not the same person in  each situation may affect the 
valldity of the study. The familiarity of the instructor administerlng the 
questionnaire w i th  the students may have had an affect on the students" 
desire to accurately and completely f i l l  out the questionnaire. No time 
constraints were placed upon the students, but the act of completing a 
questionnaire i n  a group setting may have caused students to be aware of 
those who had completed the questionnaire and those who were s t i l l  writing 
and could have caused the questionnatre to be completed in a hurrled manner 
by some. 
Another varlable in the testlng situation was that beginning nursing 
students were given the questionnalre in the fall, at the beginning of their 
nursing education. The graduat ing nursing students were given the 
questionnaire in the spring, just at the completiofl of their nursing 
education, The time of the year and position in the educational Process may 
have altered the impetus toward responsi bi 1 l ty  and concentration of the 
students and thus affected theft response rate and choices. Graduatjng 
st-dents usually have their minds on graduation. They may be focusing On 
the new roles they will face following cornpietion of their program* Thus, 
they may not have given their total attention to the research questionnaire, 
Beglnnin!J students. on the other hand, are usually enthuslastjc, less tired 
than graduating students and eager t o  please faculty. Therefore, they may 
have given the questionnaire more thorough attention. 
A further l fmitat lon to conslder in this study is that paper and pencil 
tests do not always indicate what a person actually would belleve or do in 
practice. In testing situations such as these 1 t is expected that the 
Individual subjects are statlng to the best of thelr abllitles what they 
be1 ieve they would do in  actual practice. In real lty, they themselves do not 
know i f  this i s  how they would actually respond, 
Students and faculty at these two private baccalaureate programs 
may not represent the ethnic, socloeconornic or age groups of students and 
faculty at  other baccalaureate programs, These colleges are small in slze 
and have a rellglous orientation. Only the female students were accepted as 
part of the sample. Therefore, generalization of the results or this study 
should be done w i th  caution. Consideration of the eharactertstlcs of the 
partlt lpants must be taken when reviewing the results of the study. 
The major findings are presented in separate discussions for each of 
the four hypotheses. Possible rationale as to why the ny~othesls was or 
was not supported i s  given. 
Hypothe~ts one stated: There w i l l  be a stgnif icant dlfferenc@ in the 
i deal and actual scores of the three nurse role concept tons between 
beglnnlng nursing students and graduating senior nursing students in  a 
baccalaureate program. As predicted, there was a slgnilicant dl f f erence in  
the bureaucrat lc Ideal, bureaucratlc actual, prof esslonal ideal, professional 
actual and the servlce ideal nurse role conceptton scores between beglnning 
and graduat lng students, Beginning students scored higher than graduating 
students in the bureaucratic Ideal and bureaucratic actual scales and lower 
than graduat lng students in the prof esslonal ideal, professlonal actual and 
semi ce ideal scales. 
Beginning nursing students in a baccalaureate program, though they 
are college sophomores, are just entering the nursing program. They come 
f rorn a var lety of socioeconomic, cultural and exper lent la1 backgrounds. 
Some may have parents who are nurses or they may have friends who have 
chosen nurslng as a career. Others may not know anyone personally who is a 
nurse and their beglnnlng experiences as nurslng students may be the only 
exposure other than the way nurslng is  portrayed in the media that they have 
had to the nursing profession. Some have worked as nurses' aids and 
therefore have had dlrect obsepllatfon of the nurse's role. 631 o f  these 
variables influence beginning nors fng students' percept ions of the three 
components of the nurse role, These conceptions, therefore, may be based 
on fact or f ict ion and ~ z - y  wldely. 
Graduating senior students have experienced the socialization of the 
nurslng educatlonai program and have been exposed to more nurse role 
models than beglnnlng nurslng students. In their formal nursing classes, 
they have discussed nurslng theorists, nurslng issues, nursing ethics and 
nurse practlce acts. They have l lstened to instruction concerning proper 
conduct of the nurse and have observed instructors role model content 
presented in classroom lecture. They have had opportunity to debate and 
discuss the nurse's role in small group settings and fndlvidual ly w l th  each 
other. A1 l of these factors affect their concept Ion of the three components 
o f  the nurse role. Thus, the signlflcant difference in most areas of the 
three nurse role conceptions between the two groups is  possibly due to this 
dl f ference in exposure to and experience w I th nursing. 
I There was not a significant difference In the servlce actual nurse 
! role conception score between beglnnlng and graduating students. This may 
perhaps be due to  the fact that the servlce role conceptlon of the nurse's 
role i s  characteristic of a nurturant, supportive position, wl th prlmary 
loyalty to patients' well belng and emphasis on bedside activftles. As the 
I service role conception emphasizes loyalty to the patlent as a person and 
places the focus of nursing care on direct bedslde care, it represents the 
I! tradi t tonal role of the nurse more than the bureaucratic or professional i roles. This may have caused both graduating and beginning nursing students I to  equate this particular rote with the role of  the nurse. This role i s  often I portrayed i n  books, televlslon and other rnedla, allowlng both beglnning and I graduating nursing students to have had equal exposure to this role and thus 
1 have a similar view o f  this role. 
Beginning nursing students had significantly higher scores than 
1 graduating nursing students in both ideal and actual parts of the questlons I measuring the bureaucrat tc role conception. Perhaps this i s  due to naivete 
1 In  regard to hospltal rules, regulations and what measure of cholce and 
1 decision making nurses have withln the hospital setting. Whether or not I beginning nurslng students are employed in the health care setting, the view 
of the hospltal bweaucracy may be a much more powerful and authorltarlan 
one for them than for graduattng students who have had more experiences in 
clinical learning. In addition, beglnnlng nurslng students have not yet had 
the lnstructlon in  regard to the need for autonomy, declslon making and 
urslng that characterizes the baccalaureate ~ l r s l n g  
program, and therefore, may be more prone to supporting the bureaucratic 
role conception. 
In nursing education, clinical objectives focus more on service and 
professional role characteristics than the adm jnistrative tasks typical of 
the bureaucratic role (Pieta, 1972). Students practice in hospitals wi th the 
Primary objectives of developing ski 11s that are essential to nursing care 
and interacting w i th  lents and f am i I ies. AS students progress through 
their nursing education, their focus becomes more like that of their 
instructors'. Graduating students would have had content related to 
leadership and management concepts, and would have discussed the need for 
autonomy, decision making and responsibility. Therefore, the focus of their 
ortentation becomes more professional. As many of the aspects of the 
bureaucratic role are seemingly in contrast to aspects of the professional 
role, it can be understood that student's perceptions of the bureaucratic role 
would change from more desirable to less desirable in direct relation to 
their position in  the nursf ng education program. 
The fact that the graduating students had a significantly higher ideal 
professional role conception than the beglnnlng nursing students is  
consf stent w i th  the previous discussion. One goal of baccalaureate 
education i s  to  inst i l l  i n  nursing students thls professional role orientation 
characterized by autonomy, decfslon making, responsibi 1 l ty and appl lcat ion 
of theory and research to practice. Therefore, by the end of their education. 
Sen! or nursing students should have developed a predominantly prof ess~onal 
ideal role orfentation. Though not as high as graduating nursing students, 
the beginning nursing students did rate the Ideal ~rofessional role 
conception high (pJ = 4.279 on a scale of 1-51, This may be due to the desire 
to  be "profess1 anal" persons. Those students entering baccalaureate 
programs of nursing usually have reasons for choosing that type of program 
rather than an associate degree program or a diploma program. Part of that 
reasoning may be the " p r ~ f e ~ ~ i ~ n a l '  career they are seeking. 
Though the graduating nursing students did rate the ideal professional 
role conception high (u = 4.5051, this Same group rated the ideal service 
role conception even higher (& = 4.623). An explanation might be that though 
prof essiOnal ism in  nursing i s  taught and accepted in baccalaureate schools 
of nursing, tradi tionai service to humankind as the basic foundat ion of 
nursing may be seen as equally and even slightly more vital. In Pieta's 1972 
study, senior student groups from associate, diploma and baccalaureate 
programs, faculty from these programs and head nurses practicing in non- 
t 
prof i t  general hospitals also perceived that the service role should be 
practiced to the greatest extent. 
A significant difference was found between the beginning nursing 
students' actual professional scores and the graduating nursf ng students' 
actual professional scores, However, this difference was in the opposite 
direction than the difference between the ideal professional scores. 
Beginning students saw the professional role conception as actually being 
carrled out i n  the work setting more than the graduating nursing students. 
Graduating nursing students have had more c l  lnicai experience and as 
a group, more pattent care experiences outside of cllnlcal learning than 
beg inn1 ng nursing students. The percentage of graduating nursing students 
i n  th is study that reported a year or more of patient care experience outside 
01 ~l inlcal learning was 42% as opposed to 2 1 f$ of beginning nursing 
students, Therefore, these graduating nursing students have had r ~ o r e  
exposure to the nurse role i n  real life situations. Though they ascribe to the 
p r ~ f e ~ ~ l o n a l  role, the role especially emphasized in  their baccalaureate 
programs, they understand more of the reality o f  the current status of 
nursing, the time constraints placed upon nurses in the hospital setting and 
the bureaucratic aspect that is a part of any organlzatlonal structure. 
Perhaps this the reason for beginning nursing students demonstrating a 
significantly higher actual professional score than graduating nursing 
students. The fact that graduating nursing students' prolesslonal actual 
score was the lowest score of a1 1 the role concept ion scores may be a 
statement that this role i s  not being found in the hospital setting to the 
degree these graduating students be1 leve i t  should be found. 
The slgnlflcantly higher servlce ideal score in graduatlng nursing 
students than in beginning nursing students may be due to the education the 
graduating students have received. Nurslng faculty rated the service ldeal 
role (M = 4.6) just slightly lower than the professional ideal role Ca = 4.69) 
Graduating students would have been exposed to the instruction and example 
af thelr faculty for three years, Also, the clinical learning they have had 
has allowed them f i rs t  hand experience in caring for indlvlduals. The 
graduating students' high score on the service ideal score may be a 
statement that they belleve this i s  the true reason for nursing to exist. The 
servlce ldeal score was the highest score of all the role conception scores 
in the graduating nursing students. Another varlable that must be 
considered, is the fact that the subjects were taken from two private, 
f e l i g l ~ ~ s  colleges. The phllosophfes of these two colleges do include 
statements of dedlcat fon to serve God and humankind. Students that choose 
these programs may possess a higher servlce orlentation in general than 
students who choose to obtaln thelr educatlon at a public unlverslty. 
HypothesI~ t w o  stated: She role discrepancy scores w i l l  be 
sfgnificantly higher in  gradwtfng senior nursing students and in nursing 
faculty than in  beginning nursing students. Each of the role conceptions are 
discussed separate1 y. 
e 
As predicted, the bureaucratic role discrepancy scores of nursing 
faculty were signlf lcantly higher than the bureaucratic role discrepancy 
scores of beginning nursing students. Contrary to what was predicted, there 
was not a significant dl flerence in bureaucratic role discrepancy scores 
between graduat in$! nursing students and beginnf ng nursing students. 
The mean of the faculty bureaucratic role dlscrepancy score was 
-.6567 i n  comparison to the mean of the beginning students bureaucratlc 
role discrepancy score (u = .0 175). Posltlve role dlscrepancy scores 
indicate that the respondent perceives that the sftuation does not exist to 
the extent that the individual thinks it should. Negative role dlscrepancy 
scores lndl cate that the respondent perceives the situation exlsts to a 
greater extent than the fndlvldual thinks It should (Pleta, 19761. Thus, as a 
group, the beginning nurslng students perceive that the bureaucratic role is  
not pract Iced in nursirq 3ituatlons as much as i t  should be and the nursing 
faculty perceive that the bureaucratlc role orientation is practiced in 
nursing situations more than f t should be. 
Pieta found that "each student group perceived that the ideal 
bureaucratlc role conceptlion should be practiced to is greater extent than did 
i t s  respective faculty group" (Pieta, 1972, p. 137). This is similar to the 
present study's findings. However, the student groups in Pleta's ( 1 972) 
study were senlor nursing nurslng students only. Sf mi  lar to Pieta's ( 1 972) 
study, each group in  the present study perceived that the bureaucratic role 
Conception should be practiced to the least extent. Also, slmllar to Pleta's 
f 1 ndlngs, the beginning nursing students and graduat lng nursing students 
percefved that the bureaucrat lc role conception is  practlced to the greatest 
extent. i n  the present study rated the actual practice of the 
bureaucratic and service role conceptions virtually equally, where as 
faculty groups i n  Pieta's study, perceived that the bureaucratic role 
conception was practiced to the greatest extent. 
Perhaps the Rason for the significant difference in bureaucratic 
role discrepancy scores between beglnnlng nursing students and nursing 
faculty i n  the Present Study 1s the faculty's ortentation toward the 
professional role orientation. in some ways the professional role 
orientation and the bureaucratic role orientation are in direct oppositfon. In 
a baccalaureate program especially, the professional role orientation i s  the 
focus of teaching. Students are encouraged to  be decislon makers, t o  be 
respanslble and t o  make use of research in  practice. Service role 
attr ibutes, w i t h  their  focus on patient care and patlent advocacy are also 
taught; the bureaucratic role orientation i s  perhaps the least emphasized. 
Faculty In a baccalaureate program especially are encouraging nurses to 
grow in professional attr ibutes and thus, would possibly see si tuat~ons in 
which a bureaucrat le role orientation i s  followed as occurring more than 
they should. 
Beginning students, many new to hospital work settings and a l l  being 
new to  role conceptions i n  nursing, do not yet have the averail picture in 
m jnd as to what nursing Is about, and as beginning students are in a mind 
set of "obeying the rules". They possibly see the authoritarian bureaucratic 
role orientation as being important and thus rated this role as occurring 
less than it should. 
Contrary what was predicted, a srgniffcant difference in 
bureaucratfc role discrepancy Scores Was found between graduating nursing 
students and nursing faculty, and no significant difference in bureaucratic 
role discrepancy was found between graduatlng nursing students and 
beginning nursing students. The graduating nursing students did have a 
negative t~ureaucratic role dlscrepancy score (u = -, 1 42 1 1, indicating they 
believed the bureaucratic role occurs more in actual sjtuatjons than j t  
should, but not to the extent that their score was significantly dlf ferent 
than the beginning nursing students. This 1s perhaps due to limited clinical 
exposure, Patient care experiences in health care settings other than the 
hospital and the fact that graduating nurses have not yet worked as 
registered nurses. They perhaps have not experienced the degree of 
discrepancy that faculty have experlenced between what they belleve is the 
ideal for the bureaucratic role conception and what i s  the actual dlsplay of 
thSs role In the work settlng. 
As predicted, there was a slgniflcant difference In the professional 
role discre~ancy scores between graduatlng nursing students and beginning 
nursing students and between nursing faculty and beginning nursing 
students. A l l  af the groups"eans were positive numbers indicating a 
perception that the situation does not exist to the extent that the groups 
believe it sshould exist. The nursing faculty and graduating senior's 
significantly hlgher scores however, seem to indicate a deeper convictlon of 
this be\ ief. Faculty in  baccalaureate schools of nursing emphasize the 
professional role orientation and seek to advance the pr~fessionallzatlon of 
nursing by instl l l l f ig these convictions in thelr students. Graduating nursing 
students have experienced the instruct ton and example of their faculty for 
three years and have studied and discussed these concepts in a variety of 
sltuatlons, Discussion as to what actually occurs in the work setting i s  
probably a part of this presentation 01' the professional role orientation* The 
graduating students' vjews are very llkely a reflection of their instructors' 
vlews. In addition, all the graduatlng students have had experience in 
clinical learning settings and many of them have had experience in other 
patient care settings. Thus. it seems consfstent with prevlous rationale and 
discussion that faculty and graduat rng nurslng students' professional role 
discrepancy scores would be higher than beginning nurslng students who 
have not yet had education in this professional role conceptton of nursing 
and who have not yet had cllnlcal learning experience. A l l  three groups 
perceived that of the three role conceptlons, the professional role 
conception i s  practfced to the least extent. Pieta ( 1972) also found that 
baccalaureate senior nursing students and their faculties belleved that of 
the three role conceptions, the prof esslonal role conception was pract Iced 
to the least extent. 
ks predicted, there was a significant dffference tn the service role 
discrepancy scores between beginning nursing students and graduating 
nursing students. Beginning nurslng students' service actual scores were 
higher than graduating nursing students' service actual scores indicating 
that they be1 jeve this role orientation occurs in the work situation more 
often than graduating students do. This may be due to projections of the 
nurse" sole these students have seen on televlsion, read in books, or 
obtained from other media. On the other hand, the begfnning nursing 
students' sewlce 1 deal scores were lower than the graduating nursing 
students' service ldeal scores indicating that they do not see this role as 
the ldeal to  the extent that the graduatlng students do. The graduatlng 
students' service ideal score was the highest of all the role concept ion 
scores, possibly indicating a deslre to serve and get on wi th the occupation 
they have been educationally prepared to do. Limited cllnlcal learning t ime 
and a desire to practice the skll ls and techniques acquired in school may be 
75 
the reason for the high service ideal score in the graduating nursing 
E$udents. The fact that these students have chosen to attend a religious 
oriented college may also indicate a desire to serve others and may be 
reflected in their service role Scores. Beginning nursing students, who may 
not haye experienced patient care in any situation may believe that the 
highest ~ r l o r i t ~  of a l l  nurses is  t o  serve their patients, and thus, their role 
discrepancy score was b+der. Graduating nursing students, being exposed t o  
the patient care setting, have seen what occurs in real lty, and thus, their 
service role discrepancy scores are sign! f icantly higher. Pieta ( 1972) found 
that baccalaureate sentors and faculty had the greatest role dlscrepancy lo r  
the service role conception. 
Contrary to what was predfcted, there was not a significant 
dlf f erence in sen/lce role discrepancy scores between nursing faculty and 
beginning nursing students, The fact that the faculty's service role 
discrepancy scores were not stgntf icantly higher than the beginntng nursing 
itudents relates to the faculty's service actual score. Though faculty rated 
the service ideal as hlgh as the graduating nursing students (f?=4,51, they 
rated the senrice actual higher than the graduating nursing students, seeing 
this role orientation as occurring in  the work setting more often than the 
graduating nursing students see 1 t occurring. Thus, their role discrepancy 
Score is smaller and not signif rcantly hfgher than beglnnlng nursing 
students' service role discrepancy score. This dl f f ers f f'om Pleta's ( 1 972) 
results which found that the baccalaureate faculty group had the greatest 
role discrepancies for all three role conceptions. 
acuity have been exposed t o  more clinical situations than graduating 
nursing students in  which they may have Seen the ex~resslon of the sefWce 
role orientation, Graduating nursing students, not having as much 
experience, may not have had the opportunl ty to see service role orientation 
carried out in  the work setting t o  the degree they believe i t  should be and 
may not have had as much opportunity themselves to carry out this role 
orientatfon. Thfs may be the reason for the lower service actual score in 
graduating nursing students which led to their higher service role 
CI t screpancy score. 
Hypothesis three stated: The ideal professional role score w i l l  be 
significantly higher in nurslng faculty than in nursing students and higher lo 
graduat lng senior nursing students than in beginnlng nursing students. As 
predicted a slgnlf lcantly higher Ideal professional role score was found In 
nursing faculty than in beginning nursing students. Nurslng faculty in 
baccalaureate nurslng programs emphasize the professional aspect of 
nursing. Beginning nursing students, though evidencing their be1 ie f  in 
prof essionallsm in  nursing by their high ideal professional score (M = 4.281, 
have not yet had the educational instruct ion related to this role conception, 
have not wftnessed thefr instructors' example in this area and have not yet 
discussed the importance of professionalism in nursing as it relates to the 
image of nurslng. Thus, a slgnlficant dlfference in the ldeal professional 
role scores between nursing faculty and beginning nurslng students is  
exgec ted. 
Contrary to  what was predfcted, the ldeal professional role 
score of nurslng faculty was not signlllcanily higher than the ldeal 
prof esslonal role score of graduating nursrng students and the ldeal 
professlonal role score of graduating nurslng students was not significantly 
higher than the ideal professional role score ol  beginning nurslng students. 
This differs from Pieta's ( 1972) finding that baccalaureate faculty 
perceived that the ideal professlonal role conceptfon should be practiced to 
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a greater extent than senior baccalaureate students, and with Fino's ( 1 985) 
study that indicated that professional role concept increases and 
bWeaucratic role concept decreases (pc.0 1 from sophomore to senior year, 
it seem to  be consistent wi th Selgel's ( 1  968) finding that, as 
hyPOtheslzedj seniors' Percept Ions of nursing corresponded closely to those 
of faculty, however, sophomore-facul ty perceptions were not divergent 
enough to claim substantiation of the hypothesis that the process of 
professional socialization resulted i n  greater correspondence between 
student and faculty perceptions. Crocker and Brodie's C 1974) results 
revealed a definite trend for the student to endorse the faculty view of the 
profession as graduation neared. Cohen and Jordet's ( 1  988) study also found 
that the further students had advanced in  the program, the more closely 
their responses correlated w fth those of the facwl t y  members. 
Previous discussion has focused on baccalaureate nursing educat ion 
and has pointed out that the professlonal role orientat Ion i s  emphasized in 
this type of nursing education program, Fraduat ing nurslng students have 
been taught these concepts l o r  three years, have discussed the imp1 Icatlons 
of professional ism in nurslng and have seen the professional role 
orientat Ion modeled by their instructors. Though nursing faculty rated the 
p r ~ f e s ~ t o n a l  ideal conceptlon htgher than graduating students, there was not 
a stgnlficant dlf ference. Perhaps this i s  because graduating students have 
acquired many of the same role orientations as their faculty. Graduatjng 
nursing students, though they rated the ideal professional role more highly 
than beginning nursing students (means were 4.51 and 4-28, respectively), 
may s t i  11 be in  the process of assirnl lating the role orlentatlons exhibited 
by nursing faculty. ~ 1 ~ 0 ,  though they see the prof essjonal role as  important^ 
they may be seeing this only in  relation to developing the character of the 
individual nurse and ma)' not be thinking of nursing and i t s  need for 
advancement as a profession. This, along with the fact that beginning 
nurSIng students rated the prof esslonai ideal conception highly, perhaps for 
reasons di9Xssed earlier, may be the reason the ideal professional scores 
between nursing faculty and graduating nursing students and between 
graduating nursing students and beginning nurslng students were not 
signif icantiy different, 
Hypothesis four stated: The discrepancy scores or students w i l l  
signif If ant ly  increase in  relation to  the amount of patient care experience 
students have in  excess of student c l  lnlcal learning. There was not a 
signlf icant increase in  any of the three nurse role conception discrepancy 
scores i n  relation to patient care experlence in excess of student clinical 
learning. Cohen and Jordet ( 1 988) found a statistically significant 
relatlonshtp between students' congruency scores w lth faculty percept ions 
of  the professional nurse and previous work experlence as a nurses' aid, 
The rationale behind the hypothesis was that students who have 
experf enced direct patient care through employment outside of the 
educational settlng have been exposed to the realities of actual nurslng 
practice and the bureaucracies of the work setting. Although they 
do not see all aspects of the nurse's role or experlefKe the f ~ ~ r s e ' s  role in 
their current capacity, they form opinions about the actual nurse role from 
thef r observations, These opinions may, in many cases, not be in  agreement 
w i th  the ideal view of the nurse role they are learning fn  school. Thus, It 
was hypothesf zed, the more patient care they have in excess of student 
fnlcal learning, the hlgher their discrepancy score would be. Perhaps the 
results of tnls hypothesis were not as predicted because students, as 
undergraduates working in pat lent care settings, are not exper fencing the 
fu l l  role of the registered nurse with all of i t s  responsibilities, realities 
and rewards. Baccalaureate students have a variety of patient care 
experiences in their work situations and not al l  these situations allow 
students to observe the ful l  role of the nurse. In addi tlon, as students, they 
have not completed their instruction in regard to role conceptton, have not 
perhaps had time t o  think about thelr own vlews on the role of the nurse or 
perhaps have not made any f lnal decisions as to what should be the role of 
the nurse. Thus, more patient care experience outside of  cllnlcal learnlng 
whtle allowlng students to be observers of some of the current situations in 
the work setting does not necessarl ly mean that they are making Judgments 
and experiencing role discrepancy. 
The findings provide information that should be considered by both 
baccalaureate nursing educators and admlnlstrators in the service set t lng. 
The lindlngs of thls study suggest that the educational and soclallzatlon 
processes are effective In these two baccalaureate schools of nursing. The 
ideal professfonal score of graduating nursing students' In particular, being 
higher than that of beglnnlng nurses and not being significantly lower than 
the nursing faculty's, seems to indicate that the goal or most baccalaureate 
schools is belng met in these educatlonai programs. That i s  t o  educate a 
nurse t o  a professional orientation to  nursing Ilulartins, 1988; Holoney, 
1986). This f indtng coupled wlth the significant differences found in  all but 
the actual service role score o f  beginning and graduating nursing students 
again indicates that the soclalizatlon process is occurring in these two 
schools of nursing. Cohen and Jordet (1988), state that if nursing students 
are being properly socialized, their role concepttons and faculty members' 
role conceptfons should grow more and more alike as they advance through a 
program" should examhe thelr own beliefs and the organizing 
f ~ ~ w o r k  of their programs to ensure that what is taught i s  what they 
want to be taught because students are assimilating it and becoming more 
l ike faculty as they progress in their educational process, I the goals 
remain the same the methods and experiences should remain the same as 
they are effective. 
I X ~ c a t ~ r s  must be knowledgeable of the various nurse role 
orientations identified in the nursing literature, must know the positive and 
negative aspects of each role and must be prepared to present these t o  
students in  both classroom and cllnical settings. Role orientations should 
be deliberately presented and explained and the relationship of maintaining 
a professfonal role orlentatton to Improving nursing's tmage explained. 
Nursing educators should be aware of the students' role concept Ions and 
ideals so that instruction as to how to  handle role conflict and stress may 
be given before the students have completed thelr education. 
As the service ideal role oslentatlon was rated highly by the 
graduating students, they should be encouraged to contlnue w l th  primary 
care nursing. This would allow them to work in sltuatbns where they are 
able to manifest their loyalty to clients' well-being. 
Strategies of change should be included in the nursing currtculum so 
that graduates will know how to go about the process of incor~oratlng more 
professional elements into a prirnarll y bureaucratic setting. A t  the Same 
time, information needs to  be provided about how a bureaucracy functions 
and the need for rules and rout1 nes in the ~ O S P ~  tal sett lng. Educators should 
arrange for more communication between admlnlstrators of community 
health settings and students. Students need t o  be warned that they may 
experience role conf 1 let and stress. 
educators need 10 encourage students to maintain a 
Professional attitude following graduation, to not be caught up in an 
established system but to stay true to their ideals. They should teach 
sflJdents to support each other, to Stay involved in prof essf anal 
Organlzat'ons and to stay in touch with thelr colleagues. Faculty might 
recommend that graduates start a journal club in which recent research 
articles could be reviewed. Students could also be invited t o  participate in 
research Projects conducted by faculty members, posslbly to assist in data 
collection so that the research process could be observed directly. 
Faculty also need to display professional role orientations when 
working w rth students in the hospltal setting. Research results or nurslng 
theory applicable to clinical situations should be presented to students, 
Faculty should model know ledge of current 1 i terature by potnt 1 ng out 
articles which pertain to clinfcal situations. Faculty should model and 
encourage tndependent nurslng judgements. In addition, collaboration with 
physictans and other ke i l th  team members should be exemplified. 
Another recommendation to faculty i s  to provide students with 
opportunities to develop professlonal role orientations through assigned 
activ t ties. These include leadership responsi bi l ities, use of  research and 
theory in w l t t e n  papers, a requlred statement or individual conceptual 
framework, contracting for grades and independent studies. These 
activft ies would provide students w i th  an opportunity to practice and 
develop professional characteristics before entering the world of 
employment as a graduate. 
Because patlent care experience in excess of student c l  lnfcal learning 
did not significantly affect the role discrepancy scores, it is concluded that 
role concept tons are formed from the educational Process rather than the 
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experience in  patient care settlngs outside of cllnical learning. The 
educat tonal program brings to students' considerat ion conditions that should 
exist and condl t Ions that do exlst in nurslng. Nursing educators should make 
use of this opportunity and should not rely on students' outside experiences 
to socialize them into the profession of nurslng. 
Results of thh  study have implications for admlnlstrators of service 
settings as well. In a very short time, graduatlng nursing students w i l l  be 
graduate nurses employed in service settings. Employers of these graduates 
should be aware of the students' role conceptions and Ideals so that they 
understand the rationale and deslres behlnd their employees' actions. 
Graduating nursing students' ideal service role conception was the highest 
scare of any of their scores. Admfnistrators In service settings should 
recognize that this may imply that graduates o f  baccalaureate programs in 
nursing, though frequently not placed in positions of bedside care, may st11 I 
see thls as the primary reason for nursing and may desire to be gfving this 
type of care, The implication to administrators may be to allow these soon 
to be graduates of baccalaureate programs to glve direct bedside care, to 
fz~ l f l l t  heir desire to serve the patfent to the extent they feel is 
appropriate. 
This lnslght lnto graduates' role conceptions should also alert nursing 
admlnlstrators to the posslbllity of role discrepancy occurring in the work 
setting result tng in dissatisfaction and job turnover. Discrepancy scores of 
graduating students for each role conception indicated dissatisfaction w i th  
the current condi t Ion in the hospl tal setting. The bureaucrattc role was 
perceived to  be pract Iced too much, and the professional and service roles 
were perceived not to be practiced as much as they' should be practiced. 
Agaln, thls lndlcates that graduating nurslng students, soon to be newly 
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employed graduates, w i l l  be entertng the workplace with already existing 
dissatisfaction with the System. Whether this dissatisfaction w i l l  lead t o  
actron on their part resulting in change in the health care system, whether 
they w i l l  internalize the conf 1 i c t  and experience stress and burnout or 
whether they w i l l  leave the hospital settlng to  seek employment in 
sf tuations in accord w l th  their ideal conceptions w i l l  remaln t o  be seen. 
Though the graduat lng nurslng students' ldeal professional score was 
high (u = 4.51 1, their actual professional score was low (m = 2.541, the 
lowest actual score in any role conception and In any group, making a strong 
statement that what they vlew as the professional ldeal they do not vlew as 
occurring i n  the workplace. The results of thls discrepancy may be 
hesitation to take a job in a patient care setting or fob dissatisfaction i f  a 
positton in this type of setting is  taken. I f  this level of discrepancy 
cant inues to  exist, graduate nurses who become registered nurses may have 
reduced career comm t trnent and the result may be attrit ion f nursing 
practice, The imp1 Scations for adm f nlstrators are apparent. Graduates must 
be gtven opportunity to practice their beliefs i f  they are to be retained in 
the workplace. They must be given oppwtunity to exhibit responslbllity, 
autonomy, decision maklng, use of theory and research in cllnical practice, 
if they are to remain satisfied and effective caregivers. 
A third consideration from this study is  one that i s  discussed often in 
the ilterature: how t o  improve wrslng's Image. This study seems to 
Indicate that graduates of baccalaureate programs are acquiring a 
professional concept Ion of nursing. By developing this and educating the 
pub1 1 c regarding the orlentat ion of baccalaureate nurses, more students may 
be attracted into the nurslng profession. Graduat lng nurslng students from 
these programs may take their ideals into the workplace and institute 
change toward a more professional posit ion for nursing, thus further 
advancing nursing's goal. By Continuing the professional soclallzation of 
nursing students in baccalaureate nursing programs and encouraging these 
students to exhibit professional qualities in the workplace and in any 
discussion of nursing in  the pub1 ic  arena, the Image of nursing may be 
enhanced. This would not only encourage those presently employed as 
nurses, but could result in more individuals being recruited into the 
profession. 
The investigator recommends that this study be repeated with a 
larger sample size using a more heterogeneous group. The private college 
settings used in  this study in which the majority of students were 
traditional college students may have had a ibearlng an the role concept ions 
of students. Thus, repeating the study in one or several unlversf'ty settlngs 
where the average age of the student population is older and the sample 
more diverse would be beneficial in determining If role conceptions would 
be a1 tered w t th differences f n race, re1 lglon, age, socioeconomic 
background, educational background and marital status. I t is  also 
recommended that another study similar to this study be done using a tool 
validated with male students as well as female students so that i'nale 
students could be included In the sample. 
A longitudinal study using the same subjects throughout the study is  
also recommended to minim jze extraneous variables and to determine at 
what point in the educational process students develop a greater 
professional and service role conception and at what polnt their 
bureaucratic role ~ortceptfon begins to decline. 
It is recommended that graduate nurses be followed in their 
nursing practice to see whether those students w i th  high discrepancy 
scores have found job ful f  i 1 lment and sat isfaction, and to determine if role 
orientations change after Six months of employment, Thjs would give 
educators information related to the strength of the soclallzation process 
and could direct educational Objectives concerning direction and strength of 
instruct ion pertalnlng t o  the nurse's role. 
Other studles recommended are a compar lson of baccalaureate faculty 
ro le orientations wl th  faculty demographic data, Including educational and 
pract lce backgrounds; and a comparison of role orlentatlons of hospltal 
admlnlstrators and baccalaureate educators. 
As Pieta's qwestlonnalre "Nurse Role Conceptlons'was constructed in  
1972, i t  i s  recommended that a similar study be done to deterrnlne nurse 
ro le  conceptions w i t h  a more recently developed tool, Nursing i s  constantly 
changing and students l ive In  a much different world and soc~a l  climate 
today than 20 years ago. Therefore, a more discrf minatlng tool may be 
needed to  measure the nurse role concegtlons of  today. 
This cornparat lve study investigated differences in  Ideal and actual 
ro le  conceptions and role dlscrepancles in three groups: beg ng students, 
graduating students and faculty in a baccalaureate nursing program. The 
s ta t ls t lca l ly  slgnlflcant differences as hypothesized were: 
1 ,  A difference between beginning and graduating nursjng students' scores 
of the bureaucrat 1 c ideal, bureaucratic actual, professional ideal, 
professional actual and the service Ideal nurse role conceptions. 
2, A difference between the bureaucratic role discrepancy scores of 
beginning nursrng students and nursing faculty* 
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3. A difference between the professional role discrepancy scores of 
beginning nursing students and graduating nursing students and between the 
professional role dlscrepancy scores of beginning nursing students and 
nursing faculty. 
4. A difference between the service ro le  discrepancy scores of beginning 
nursing students and graduating nursing students. 
5. A higher ideal professional role score in nursing faculty than in beginning 
nursing students. 
A signlflcant difference which was contrary to what was 
hypothesized was: 
A difference between the bureaucratic role dlscrepancy scores of graduating 
nursing students and nursing facul ty. 
Nonsignificant differences contrary to what was hypothesized were: 
1. No difference between the actual service role concept ion score between 
beginning and graduating nursing students. 
2. No difference betwzta bureaucratic role discrepancy scores of beginning 
nursing students and graduating nursing students. 
3. No dl f f erence between service role discrepancy scores of beginning 
nursing students and nurslng faculty. 
4. No difference between the Ideal professional role score between nursing 
faculty and graduating nurslng students or between graduating nurslng 
students and beginning nurslng students. 
6. No increase in bureaucratic, professional or service role discrepancy 
Scores in relation to patlent care experience in excess of student clinical 
learning. 
In this chapter findings were discussed and lmpl lcatlons for 
baccalaureate nurslng faculty and administrators in agencies that employ 
new graduates were glven. Recommendat ions for further research were also 
suggested. 
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Appendix 1 : Data Gathering instruments 
Please complete the following questions by placing a check in the 
appropriate space: 
1 ). Student status: 
-I am a beginnlng nursing student. 
-1 wil l  graduate in the spring of 1990. 
2). Gender: 
f e m a l e  
m a l e  
3). Marl ta l  Status: 
s l n g l e  
m a r r i e d  
s e p a r a t e d  
d t v o r c e d  
w i d o w e d  
4). Patient care experience prior to entering the nursing education program 
(direct patient care-- e.g. nurse's aid, home health aid): 
n o n e  
s o m e  ( 1  ess than a year) 
a year or more 
5). 1 have completed a practical nurse program. 
-yes 
n o  
6). 1 have completed an associate degree nursing program. 
-yes 
n o  
7). I have completed a dlpioma nursing program. 
-yes 
n o  
Please complete the followlng question by filling in the blank: 
8). What was your age at your last bfrthday?- 
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: This questionnaire mnsists of a list of 34 situations in which nurses might find 
themselves. You are mked to Indicate both: 
(A)  The extent to which you think the situation the for nurslng. 
( 8 The extent to which you think the situation In the haspital, 
Notice that two statements require answers for m h  situation. Consi$r the statements of 
what should be the case and af what ths crtse separattely; t ry  not to let your snswer to 
one statement influenoe your answer to the other statement. Give your opinions; there are no 
"wrongt' answers. 
l ndicste the degree to which you qrlree or disagree wlth the statement by circling one of the 
alternative answers: STRONGLY AGREE (SA), AEREE (A), UNDECIDED (U) ,  DISOREE (D),  and 
STRONOLY DISOREE ( SD). 
(sf indimtesthatyauqrwwith thestatementwith 
( A >  indiatm thd  you agrm with the statement with 
indicstes that you could either "agree"ctr "dtmree" with the 
statement with about sn equal number of exeepttans In either m. 
( D l  hat you disagree with the statement with 
C so) indicates that you disagree with the statement with 
Registered nurses i n  Haspltal Z msider the pdfent"~ phystml, m i a l ,  and psy~hological nesds 
when developing a plan of nursing care. 
A). This is the w8y nsrrss Ian nursing care. A), 24 A U D SD 
81. This Is the wgr nurses & plan nursing sre. B 1 . s  A U D SO 
BE SURE TO CIRCLE A 
OF AOREEMENT WITH IT. 
YOU MAY BEGIN NW. 
1. One hsad nurss 61 Hospital F Insists IM all procadurss be performed as described i n  the 
prlclcsdure manual. 
A). Thfs Is what a he& nurse 
$1. This is what a hesd nurse 
a). SA A u D SD 
8)'s k U D SD 
Among sociologists, one of the frameworks used to explain the 
phenomenon of socialization has been role theory. From the role theorist's 
viewpoint, social izatlon has been defined largely in  terms of the learning of 
social roles that prepare the socializee for adult role performances such as 
occupational, marital and parental roles (Hardy & Conway, 1988). 
Brim ( 1  966) has given a definition of socialization as the "process by 
whlch persons acquire the know ledge, ski 1 Is  and dlsposi tions that make 
them more or less able members of their society" (p. 3). He maintained that 
the content of social izat Ion Is acquired through learning that occurs w i thf n 
the interactional context. Socializees w i l l  learn the content of 
socialization w i th  varying degrees of success and w i 11 f u l f i l l  the outcome 
of the socialization process by becoming able members of their society 
(Brim, 1966). 
Depending on the source of the information, social izees w I11 derive 
varied role prescriptions whlch specify the feelings relevant to their 
particular status in  societ;* (Brim, 1957). Other factors influencing 
variations in  role behavior include indfvidual personality need, expressive 
features or degrees of proficiency i n  role performance (Colomy & Rhoades, 
1 983). 
Developing the capacity to take the role of the other is one of the 
prerequisites to  learning a role (Hardy & Conway, 1988). Role taking has 
been def lned by several authors (Brim, 1 966; Corw in, 1 96 1 ; Couto, 1 95 1 ; 
Denzin, 1 977; Heiss, 1976; Kerckhoff, 19721, but common to a l l  def in i  tions 
of role taking is  the fact that individuals anticipate the response of others 
to their own behavior; that is, they appraise their own behavior i n  view of 
others' responses, and perform their own role accordingly. 
